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PATRICK'S 8ENTENCE WILL
LIKELY BE COMMUTED
Washington, Dec. 13. The case of
Albert T. Patrick, convicted of the
murder' of Wm. Marsh Rice and now
tinder sentence of death, against the
state of New York, was dismissed
in the supreme court of the United
States' today,' on motion of his own
counsel. It is understood that the
court took this cctlon in order to
clear the way for Governor Hlgglns
of New York to commute Patrick's
dentenoe to life imprisojment.
OHOST CONGREGATION
SAID TO BF. HYPNOTIZED.
' Augusta, Me., Dec. 13. Governor
Cobb and the council are today inves
MgUIng the complaints made regard- In? tho condition exisiing in the
Holy Ghost and Us colony at Shiloh.
Tho bearing is being held In response
to written apieals from various citi
zens who allege that suffering exists
at Hhiloh to an alarming degree and
asked that action be taken to at
ktviaio it. H. H. Harriinun, of Bos
ton, who until 1903 was a follower of
tno Rev. Frank U. Sandford, tho lead
er of the society who is supjiosed to
Im- in Palestine, is giving testimony.
He states that in his opinion Sand
lord is inane and has a strong hypnotic Influence over his people. Two
daughters of 'Mrs. Olive Phelps, of
Kansas City, got undtr Sendford'g influence and joined the Holy Ghost
and Us order. They were school
now an inmate
teachers and one
of tha Maine lunatic asylum. Mrs.
Pholps state that ona day while
ho was at Shiloh trying to induce her
daughters to leave she expressed her
opinion in the claim that Sandford
waa u reincarnation of the Prophet
Klijati. Sh
was told that for this
skepticism she would be struck down
by the liaaiid of God, as Shiloh was
Attorney
County
holoy
ground.
Crockett has branded Sandford and
bis Institution as a "menace to the
people of the state."
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GUGGENHEIM.
This picture is from a snapshot. He
seldom wears an overcoat.
succeeded in- - the election. Again he
was nominated, in 1898. this time
for governor, end was endorsed also
by the people's party, but withdrew.
He wis 'republican, presidential elect
or irom uoiortdo jn

MORE MEN TO GET TEN PER
CENT INCREASE IN WAGES.

1

CHANGE

IN

BRITISH
ARMY

PROMOTION.

Ixinson. Dec. 13. The Army and
Navy Gazette, the official organ of
lioth. tranche of the service, today
announces ;i radical change in the
system of promotion in the army. Up
1o the prent promotion by seniority was tha rule but commencing on
the first of tin new year promotiona
by selection will take place. A
was recently a iiointed to investigate this subject and their report
just issued, favors the change. The
Teport unreservedly recommends the
fbolitioa of automatic promotion
from l.ieut. Colonelcies and the substitution of promotion on the
toin-mittsto-

recoui-nutidu'.io-

of a

sele-ctio- n

buard.

SWITZERLAND ELECTS PRESIDENT
j GERMAN PARLIAMENT DISSOLVED

MICHIGAN'S

GRFAT SALT
OUTPUT FOR PAST YEAR.
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 1.". Mr. Wild-ey- ,
state salt inspector. Is gathering
statistics for the annual report of the
state salt inspection department. HIb
inquiries are nearly complete
He
estimates the total this year to be
6,uoo,0)0 barrels,
the highest ever
reached in this state. Ijist year,
which was a record one up to that
time, the amount totalled 5,71,Ooi
barrels. Mr. Wildey states that the
old system of ubsorptiou by solar
heat is. gradually dying out and announces that tho great advance In
salt making ha Injen in connectlou
with the chemical plants which extract sodium, bromide and other products from the saline fluids and make
the salt as a

1$

of King Oscar this afternoon, follow
ing yesterday's attack of heart weak
ness, is said to 1 critical.
i

PROTEST AT

LEGISLATE
4

Senator Du Bo Is Charges That
President Aided the Mormons In
Defeating Ills Reelection.

BIG ESTATES OUGHT

FilADISOII SQUARE

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 13.- ernor Hagerman is uncertain whether
to reft urn to Washington from St.
Louis or to go on to New Mexico.
Delegate Andrews ha presented to
congress a petition signed by 284 cittr
zens of Roswell against certain legislation for tho District of Columbia.

TO GO TOSTATE

GARDEN

NOMINATIONS ARE SENT
I
TO SENATE BY PRESIDENT
Washington, Dec. 13. The presi

'' F

REIXAMY STORER ANJ MRS. STORER.
II

GREAT BICYCLE RACE AT

Democrats Are Trying Senator McCarren for Political
Death of Hearst.

dent sent the following nomlatloos
to the senate:; As United States attorney for the southern district of
Met With Serious Mix-Uat
In Texas, Ixick McDanlel; postmaster
Green River, Wyoming, W. D. Rogers.
Which Ten Riders Were
Postmaster at Ault, Colo., W. U.
p

Burled in a Heap.

Scranton. OPa.. Dec 13. The Dela
ware, Laclcawanna & ' WsteVn railcent
road to day announce iTa 1f-e-r
increase Jn wage of all employes pf
the transportation department, elective Januaray 1 next. This, includes
all the station agents, bagjKagemaa- ters, clerks, operators and other em
ployes, affecting all told alinit 1,000
persons. The increase will AM about
$150.tKK) yearly to the pay rdll.
En
gineers, firemen and switchmen have
already been granted a tenlhour day
and an increase in wages, arid are not
affected by the order.

FORMER PUBLISHER OF
BIG BROKERAGE HOUSE
NEW YORK NEWS DEAD
GOES INTO BANKRUPTCY
New York, Dec. 13. Andrew Car
negie, la en address before the National Civic Federation today said
that be believed the major portion of
the estates of enormously wealthy
me a should go to the state upon the
death of the possessor of the fortune.
Carnegie opposed the graduated
tax. i

New York, Dee. 13. One of the
worst spills of the bicycle race at
maaison- (Square Garden occurrred at
7:Z5 this morning, when ten of the
thirteen, riders went down in
smash-up- ..
The race was suspended
tor quite a while and the injured men
were carried to their quarters. Several of them were badly hurt, but it
was not found necessary to remove
any of them to a- - hospital.
DEMOCRATS ARE TRYING
At 8
1
SENATOR McCARREN o'clock the twelve teams had a score
or
1.4Z4 miles, 7 laps, with one team
New York. Dec. 13. Senator PatThis Is 143 miles be
rick R. McCarren, democratic leader a lap behind.
hind
3
the record.
in Brooklyn,
put
on trial today before tne special com
Hollister Not Seriously Hurt.
mittee of. the state democratic com
The worst injuries were received
mittee. on the one me that hn nur ly. Hollister. of the Hollister-Sarauu- l
poscly contributed to defeat Wtn. utl son team, r It was thought that he
earst during- - tne rrcent gubernatorial mJ&hbe fatally Injured, but after an
campaign. It Isc net Expected that tH examination IVf physicians it. avas
dey the committee wilj do; more than found that his injuries are confined
to
deciue on the form of procedure.
a severe shaking up, a number of
scalp wounds and the loss of several
j teeth.
NOTED NEWSPAPER WAN
It is announced that he will
DIES AT AGE OF 64 probably be able to relieve his part
New York, Dec. 13. Wm. I Brown, ner. Sumuelson, after a few hours of
formerly the publisher of the New rest
York Dally News, died at bin home In
Great Harrington, Mass., early today, COMMISSION CO. FAILS.
FOR WANT OF BUSINESS
aged 64.
St. Paul, Dec. 13. The Cummlngs
Commission company, one cf the lorg
POSTOFEICE RATES
est brokerage houses in St.' Paul and
Minneapolis, suspended business to
day. Falling off of butness is given
AFTER NEW YEARS as the cause.
-

la-co-

ly

FRANK WALTERS STEPS
RANK
UP A PEG I
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 13. jThe announcement was made today cf the
Walters a
appointment of Frank
general manager of the qhlcago &
Northwestern railroad in Nebraska,
South Dakota and Wyoming, In the
ATter .New
a new rate of box DAGAN PROPOSES
assigned
place of G. F. Rldwell. who
rents will go Into effect at all the posU
to special duties.
offices, making a minimum rate at an
TO EIX SULLIVAN
the ofllce.j of the same class, the rate
COMPANY TO GROW
TFA IN TEXAS. being lowest ut tho small offices and
New York, Dec. 13. A cbmpany is going upward in tho larger cities, sol
that the lowest rato In a small town VISIT OF PENNSYLVANIA COAL
belg formed here to grow
BARON MAY MEAN HAGAN
largo scale in Texas. Recient Inves- is ten cents Mr quarter for each call
COAL ON MARKET.
tigations by botanists diwioHed the bcx, while in a large city it is $7 per
feasibility of tea growing in unit quarter for a large box, such as rents
W. C. Hagan, after whom the Ha
Hero tne
state, and though no land (tag as yet for $1.50 in Albuquerque.
iK'en acquired it Is intended to es- new rates will mean a reduction in gun coal fields were named, left this
morning for Santa Fe after spending
tablish a large plantation! in the box rents, and Postmaster Hopkins
has figured that It will reduce the re- a few days in the city with Col, W,
neighlorhood of San Antoalo.
ceipts of the local posloffice about S. Hopewell. The colonel and Mr.
$;imi annually. The rates next year Hagan are the chief owners of the
will be as follows: For small lock Hagan fields.
WILL REPRESENT
buxes, sixty cents, instead of seventy-fiv- e
"We have got to do something with
cents, per quarter; for medium that man Sullivan, said Mr. Hagan
seventy-fivof
Mr. Sullivan has charge of the coal
cents Instead
'VARSITY AT VEGAS? boxes,
$1 per quarter; for lock drawers, $1 operations
in the Hagan coal fields
per
bins,
quarter;
for
Instead of $1.25
and Hagan went democratic at the
$1.5(1 per quarter as heretofore.
This last election. Col. Hopewell, who is
TO CONTEST rate applies to all postodlces whose
YOUNG ORATORS
a staunch democrat, could not agree
FOR HONOR AT OPERA HOUSE
gross receipts are between $10.01)0 with the colonel.
'TONIGHT, j
per
quarter,
$40,(MIO
in
these
New
"I don't like to see my town go
and
votes
Young orators will be tlif attraction Mexico ioing Albuquerque, santa re, democratic, when republican
Vegas,
Haton.
Koswell
and
are go oa,ny needed?" said the man
this evening at the Elks' opera house, East
from Pittsburg.
where the University ef Ijlew Mexico
Mr. Hagan has been in the territory
present. eight candidates for forensic
RETURNS
E.
SAINT
J.
several days and visited the Hagan
They will contest to deterhonors.
fields, apparently with a view to find
mine who will represent the Institution .11 the interscholast V' oratorical
THE CITY Ing some means of putting Hagan
TO
coal on the market. He wns uon
contest at Las Vegas on the evening
commiial em the matter, however,
ol December 21. Hon. If. B. Fergus-son- ,
Dr. L.. H. Chamlxrlain and Rev. J
Saint, of this city, who has been
H. A Cooper will be the Judges ef the connected with mining properties In
H. B. FERGUSSON WANTED
contest.
tin: Globe. Arizona, mining dihtrlct,
There is prospect that the move- has ret tired to the cit, aad will rement slailvd a year ago to encourage main with his family now Indefinitely.
the study of oratory in New Mexico Mr. Saint has recently closed a big TO JAIL COUNTY PRISONERS
will
receive milling deal at Globe, in which was
schools and tolleges
this evening. Involved $3(51.000, known as the Sumuch encouragement
The program of oratory Is Inter- perior and Boston Copper company, THREE OF THEM TAKE FRENCH
spersed with musical numbers by lo- aud capitalized
LEAVE, BUT ARE CAUGHT
at a recent organizacal talent of undisputed popularity. tion for $1,500,000.
AND BROUGHT BACK.
The program follows:
a
recent
Belt
Silver
of
Globe
The
"I'll have you men put in jail If
Piano Solo "Souvenir du Trovu- has this to say of Mr. Saint:
you don't
op digging my fence out,"
Hoffman date
tore"
morning
Joseph E. Saint leaves this
H. B. Fergusaon this morning to
said
Lillian Hesselden.
M.,
will
where he
for Albuquerque, N.
of men, who were working
a
Oration "The Classics and Literathe holidays with his wife. Mr. onnumber
in
the
road
of his house on
Tillie F. Allen spend expects
ture"
to be absent about a the road to old front
Saint
town.
Oration "The Political Specialist"
ami when ho returns his wife
county
The men happened to be
J. Ralph Tascher monthprobably
return with him. Mr. jail chain gang, and Mr. the
will
Fergusson
Oration "Universal Peace"
Henry V. soon discovered that Ills bluff would
Vera M. Nash Saiat, In conjunction with
Snell. worked hard and faithfully to not work on them, as one of them topi
Oration "Stonewall Jackson"
by
which tho him that be was glad that be had
Allen F. Keller consummate the deal
were come, for It was nretty hard digging
Arizona properties
Globe k
Oration "Political Integrity"
where he was working.
G rover C. Kmmoiis turned over to the powerful
retwlt-e-Interests, and which
Sbortlty after this incident, Deputy
Vocal Solo Selected
in tiie formation of the Suixrtor t Sheriff Coulter discovered that three
Mrs. S. P. Miller
Boston Copper company, one of the of his prisoners were gone.
There
Oration "Standard of Truth"
Clarence K. Ileabl tiinsjt successful flotations which has was a hurry call for assistance. The
ever gone on the market. He anil Mr. remaining members of the gang were
Oration
quickly incarcerated in the county jail
J. Frank Peavy Snell have had to contend' with
and discouragemets which ' mid Iieputy Coulter took cut after la
Oration "The Knocker"
Two miles north
El wood M. Albright would have disheartenede less ener- fugitive members.
and
getic men and which would have, of town they were captured
Oration "The I'nlversiiy and the
al-lsobel O. Neven meant failure l most men. who t turned lack.
Masses"
Now they will work on the roads
A. It. Brown
hough having a "good thing." had
Violin Solo Selected
; with bracelets around their ankles.
less persist' nee iu pushing it.
Announcement of Judges' decision.
s

j

Is Failing Fast.
Stockholm, Dec. 13. King Oscar is
failing fast.
INGENUITY OF
TORTURE BY RUSSIANS.
New York, Dec. 13. A Ijondnn dispatch published here says that a correspondent at Odessa. Russia, describing Instances of police repression
there, writes of one man who has Just
finished six months in jail for political ofTense. Throughout his imprisonment, night and day, a phonograph
was fixed in his cell and unremittingly ground out the Kiuaiun national
hymn to teach him patriotism.
it
had the desired effect, as he is now a
hopeless Idiot. Other prisoners have
been confined in cells illuminated by
a blinding blue light, with the result
that they were made imleciles in a
few months.
DEVILISH

SWITZERLAND ELECTS
A NEW PRESIDENT.
Heme. Dec. 13. Edourd Miller,
vice president of the fedral council.
SWEDEN'S KING IS IN
was today elected president of the
DANGEROUS
CONDITION
Stockholm, Dec. 13. The health of Swiss confederation, in succession to
M. L. Frerre', whose term had expired.
.
King Oscar Is ugaln raising some
He has be'cu complaining of a
slight indisposition for several days, GERMAN EMPEROR HAS
DISSOLVED PARLIAMENT.
and yesterday symptoms of weakness
Derlin, Dec. 13. The reichstag to
of heart, accompanied by Irregular
day by a veite of 178 to 1H8 rejected
pulse, presented theiueselves.
the supplementary budget for German
Southwest Africa and Chancellor Von
Now Thought Critical.
Ijondon, Dec. 13. According to a Buelow read the imperial message
special from Stockholm, the condition dissolving the parliament.
aux-iety-

i$'$fy

y

RAILROADS

.

Russian Cruelty Exceeds AH Bounds of
Belief-Ki- ng
Oscar of Sweden
Is Failing Fast.

Paris. IXc. 13. There was an impressive response this morning to the
clergy's appeal to their parisboners
to attend the first masses celebrated
outside of the pale of law. Correspondents of the Associated Press visited a dozen charges and found the
buildings well filled.
Front gates
were closed, but the worshipers entered by side portals. Not tho slightest attempt to interfere with the service or to create disturlmnee was
made, although policemen were Inside
of the churches to note the Infraction of the law, taking the names of
of officiating priests and approximating the number of those present,
with the object of milking a report to
police.
Formal
the justices
of
charge j were entered In all cases except in the three cases where the
made calls for application,
yesterday evening, to hold service
under the law of 1881.
It is officially tstated that the letters
of Monsiguor Montagnini, the expelled
secretary of the papal nunciature,
show that a majority of French
bishops favored the observance of the
law of 18S1, but bowed with reluctance to the papal decree.

ROSWELL CITIZENS MAKE

INTERSTATE COMMISSION
WILL HEAR CATTLE CASES.
Washington, Dec. 13. The. Interstate commerce commission lias set
for January 7. in Chicago, i the heating of the Cattle Raisers' Association
of Texas against the Missouri, Kansas & Texas and other raOway companies, alleging unreasonable differences In rate on interstate shipments
At
of cattle and other live stock.
the same time the commission will
hear the case of the Cattle Raisers'
Association of Texas against the Chicago. Burlington ft Quincy and other
railways. In-- the latter case is involved the legality of the $2 terminal rate
on carload shipments of cattle at the
Union stock yards. Chicago, which
also comes up incidentally in the first
named case.

ATTEMPT ROLE OF MARTYRS

Dr.

TEXAS STOCK RAISERS

From St. Louis.

--

EXTREME FRENCH CATHOLICS

Dec. 13.

At Once to New Mexico or
Will Return to. Washington

Gen
St. Paul, Dec
eral Young, of Minnesota, today announced that under the state law the
proposed $!o,000,000 increase in the
capital stock of the Great Northern
railway, recently announced from
New York, is invalid. Young holds
that before the railroad can increase
its capital stock It must serv notice
of such an intention upon the state
railway commission for review and
the
public hearing, to determine
necessity for the increase- - Also, ie
says, the increase of $25,000,000 made
last year must be explained befor
either will become legal. The Great
Northern operates under a Minnesota
charter, and the original company
is Incorporated under territorial
..
laws.
i '

v

:

tcnver.

Will CONE

4

-

ae-x- t

giestoa, eon of the- - president of the
Pacific Express company, who was
convicted of oounterteitlng and mak
ing photographic negatives of the' $10
out, waa sentenced to ten years mi
prisonment and a fine of $1X00 in
the federal court by judge Robert E.

HE

Lackawanna Raises Wages 10 Per
Cent-Ne- w
General Manager
Chicago & Northwestern

Alton-Burligto- n

EXPRESS PRESIDENT'S
SON GETS TEN YEARS

DOUBTFUL IF

I

Great Northern Cannot Issue
J60.000.000 More Stock
Without State Consent.

AGAINSTJHE

u

GOVERNOR IS

SAYS NOT

HEAD OF THE SMELTER TRUST,
WHO WAS TOUTED TO SPEND
THE OFFICE.
A MILLION FOR
HAS A WALKAWAY FOR IT IN
COLORADO.

Denver, Colo., Dec. 13. Simon Guggenheim, of Jewish tarentage, member of one of the wealthiest families
STANDARD COMES TO TIME
in the country, recognized head of the
smelter trust, Is likely to be ekcted
SENATOR BROWN INQUEST United States senator from Colorado
to succeed Senator T. M. Patterson.
Politicians say his election Is asto sured. It was predicted even before
Eagleston Sentenced-Patrl- ck
the last election, when Colorado electDlsem-bowle- s
ed a republican governor and legislabe Commuted-Act- or
ture. Guggenheim aided the republi
Himself a la Jap.
can party in this campaign materl-- 1
ally.
J
Guggenheim Is modest. He has a s i
13. Jesse
Mo.. Deo.
Marshall.
'Clyde Dumsey. the Chicago boy who In this state, which It Is no secret he
train No-- denires to represent la the national
fobbed the
Tember 2&. and the Rock Island limMlillionaires' Club." He is rather a
ited. November 8, 'both near Glasgow, silent worker,
by w&e
'Ma pleaded guilty today to the two ones politically who direct his po
chances assist tiim. He was given litical career. He always figures as
' the minimum
sentence of ten years "among the honored guests present"
on each charge, ami was Immediately in state occaeieHis, and, in a way, Is
sentenced to twenty years. The maxi- popular. He is a liberal contributor to
mum penaity for train robbery In Mis- charitable and public movements. But
souri la death.
his political lieutenants, among them
the shrewdest of. the republican parSTANDARD OIL BECOMES
ty workers, make up for their masDOCILE AS YOU PLEASE
ways.
ter's
Jefferson City, Dec. 13. Attorney
resld-enctrust
smelter
The
the
of
General Hadley has made agreement magnate is "New York and Denver."
with the counsel representing the deIt was common political gossip In
fendants In Missouri that the suit
campaign that Guggenheim
Oil and other oil the last
against
Sandard
the
to spend $1,01)0,000 to be elected
'
companies by which the oil cotnpa-- 1 "is
senator."
At any rate, the republiDies consent to the hearing of testi- cans conducted a costly campaign.
Tuesday, be-- '
mony In New York
Guggenheim, t a youth, was a
fore Commissioner Anthony and to
He spent some time in the
'abide by his rulings. Formerly the chemist.
gold
silver eristrlota of this
defense refused to have the testi- state. and
With his father and brothers
mony taken In shorthand, and refused he organized
the smelter trust. Now-al- l
to follow the rulings made by the
precious
metal mines pay
the
commissioner. Attorney General Had- tribute to
this trust.
ley now expects no further efforts at I At
jthlstlmeQuggepheim. . Jsj. 89
delay upon the part of the defense.
years oia. no is a native oi
and is well educated, a linguist,
INQUEST MELD ON BODY .
abroad. He
,..
OF LATE 8ENAT0R BROWN a2dhas traveled much
in Colorado
Washington, D. C. Dec. 13. An in- first became" prominc-n- t
quest will be held at the emergency at Pueblo in 1889, where he was in
hospital today over the body of for- business with his brother. This will
mer Senator Brown of Utah, who died not be bis first time to figure In po
for he was-- nominated for
at midnight from the bullet wound in litical life, governor
by the silver re
flicted y Mrs. Anna M. Bradley last lieutenant
publicans of the state.' He declined
Saturday.
,.
r'
It Is understood that Mrs. Brudlty the nomination, although the ticket
will be present, but her lawyers have
not decided whether she will be al
lowed to make a statement. When
the Inquest shall be concluded Mrs.
Bradley, 111 be Temoved
from the
house of dentention to the district
jail, and her ceee will 1e presented
by the district attorney to the grand
jury.
:
An autopsy was begun early today
by the coroner's physician and the result will e Introduced as evidence at
the inquest.

THEY HAD A FIGHT WITH
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

AllOim

IIMITtn QTATEQ OEM ATE
UlillLU UlnlLu ULIinlL

the Penitentiary.

.

Evening Cltlxen, in Advance, IS per year.
Delivered by Carriers, 60 cents per month.

the
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OFFICIAL ENTERTAIN.
MENTS AT WHITE HOUSE.
Washington. Dec. 13. There was a
fully attended cabinet dinner at the
wile house touight. This is the first of
a series of entertainments, which will
extend to February 7. whirh Mrs.
'
Roosevelt has planned. On the lat-- ,
ter date tho army cud navy ree'P-tiowill bring the seanon of entertaining at tlui executive mansion to a
close. Following the first cabinet
dinner of the winter the schedule of
are
Vhitei House entertainment
as follows: January 1, New
January 3, diploYear's reception;
matic reception; January in. dipl-- i
tnatic dinner Junuuiy 17, judicial
January t'4. supreme court
dinner; January 31, congressional
n

j

e

I

v
Pence.
Will Investigate Lumber Trust.
The bouse has authorized an Inves
tigation of the
lumber trust.

ATTACKS THE
PRESIDENT OVER MORMONS
Washington,
13.
Dec.
President
Roosevelt was diintly eiiargerf U.
using
senate
today.
his influwith
the
ence for the election of the Mormoa
republican candidates in the recent
election in Idaho and Utah. .Tbu
charge was madie by Senator Du
Boise in the course of a speech, la
which he discussed the right of Senator Stnoot to a seat In the senate-.- .
Du Boise asserted the control of the
church to e completely In the hler- erchy, consisting-- of a president and
twelve apostles, of which 8 moot w
''
one. This control, he maintained,
ecclesiastical, uolltical and ' commer
cial, and is exercised completely over
the followers of that church. Polygamous, relations are being sustained
Du Boise said, by President Smith
an! a" majority of the twelve spostles.
Polygamous marriages are. still being.,
arranged and poly gam 1st s, he - Bald.
ocaupy the highest positions In the
DU BOISE

.

--

BOSTON WOMAN TO
BECOME A COUNTESS
.Boston, Mass., Dec. 13. The en-- 1
Jl tin
xiiinuutcil
oacuirui
Miss Cornelia Thayer, daughter of Mr.
Nathaniel Thayer, a well known
banker and Count: Von Moltke, a
:

Danish nobleman, and a connection of
tne late uenerai von MoiKte, tne iaot-ou- a
Miss Thayer
German warrior.
Is well known in this city as a
her especial work being
among the children of the poor. She
has taken almost entire charge of the
little convalescents at the children's
hospital of which, her grandmother
Nathaniel Thayer, was one of the
founders. Count Moltke Is In the diplomatic service. The wedding takes
place in January.
.

the

surviv6rT6T"gT
a.

custer's

command.

Rochester, Dec. 13. At a public
meeting here last night it wag decided to hold a big celebration so as
to unite the members of lixe old Third
Cavalry division, otherwise known as
General George A. Custer's command. The initiator of the move-mis Chief of Police Henry C.
of Canandaigua, who was a
member of Custer's command in the
civil war. Th command originally
consisted of 12, OH) men but death has
reduced the ranks to 400. Mrs. Custer, widow of the famous general,
who was massacred tin the I.lttle B1k
Horn, at the historic battle with Indians Uvea in Canandaigua and has
nceived every encouragement from
all sides. It is proposed to have a
big parado and speeches from many
of the most noted men in the country
including President Roosevelt, Governor Hughes, General Wesley Mer-rl- t,
who was General Sheridan's chief
of cavalry; General John H. Coppin-gewho was colonel of the Fifteenth
New York cavalry. Colonel Mloaael
Sheridan and others.
et

Bel-ma- n,

r,

HUDSONFULTON CELEBRATION PLANS DISCUSSED.
New York, IXc. 13. At a meeting
of the trustees of the Hudson-Fultocedebration commission today Admiral
Joseph B. Coghlan of tho
of naval paradu announced that
the only place where large ships In
HeH-'could bo properly maneuvered af
ter once going up the Hudson river
was in Newburg Bay.
The naval
parade and full celebration will last
the whole of the week beginning
Decemler 20. The president has promised that every available craft of . tae
United States navy will be prese-ntt

FIRST

CHRISTIAN

SCIENCE

SOCIETY FORMED

Boston-Michigd-

diffl-cullii- s

At a meeting held last evening in
the Grant building, the Hist ChrUtiau
Science society of Albuquerque was
formed and the following officers
Mrs. M. A. Phelan, first
elected:
reader Mrs. C. K. .Morrison, secemcl
reader; Mrs. Ida Plumer, clerk, and
Mrs. Anna Murphy, treasurer.
Th
society starts with fifteeu members
and will hereafter hold regular Sunday morning services in the Commercial club building at 11 c'clock.
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was delegated as one of the escort to
the president from Washington, and
Mr. Roosevelt was a guest at the
home of bis friend while In New Or
leans.
Avery Island is named for the
Mr. Mc
mother of Mr. Mcllhenny.
years old.
He
Ilhenny Is thirty-siIs a democrat and a member of the
Ixniislana state senate from Iberia
parish.
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'WKshlnjrton,

Dec. 13. A pamphlet
Tecentlty Issued In New York by Jonn
Hicelow. advocating an amendment to
tfc constitution which would give retiring presidents seats In the United
"8late senate as "senators-at-large,- "
'without the necessity of election by
aiar state, has aroused a great deal of
4cussion In Washington.
It seems to be generally agreed that
homea desirable, the plan is not practicable. The chief objection appears
to be that it would disturb the

"equality of the states," upon which
representation in the senate is based
and which, in the early days of the
republic, was considered one of the
oat Tltal principles of the
Historians recall that had not
equal representation in the senate
provided,
eea
the constitution would
govern-anen-

t.

probably have failed of adoption, as
the smaller states were extremely jeal-oof the larger ones and fearful of
their larger representation in the

u

"boaae.

One prominent senator

forward
kh the stiggegu'drt that ex presidents
given seats in the senate and
voice, but denied the right to vote.
'WJille
such argument might meet
the objection against disturbing the
equality of the states, it probably
erould not prove attractive to
R would make the wearer of such a f toga even of leas
consequence than Is the vice presi-eVea-t,
and the desirability of in some
way increasing the influence and
prestige of the vice presidential office
jm long been recognized.
A writer with a taste for research
has pointed out that had it been arranged at the beginning of the republic that retiring presidents should be- con senators, there would have been
in the chamber during the period of
38S1-CAve members of thin olasa
Van Buren, Tyler, Fillmore, Pierce
WW Buchanan.
Adams,
In 1825-26- ,
Jefferson, Madison and 'Monroe would
,
kave been sitting; in 1857-61Van
Buren, Tyler, Fillmore and Pierce.
Since 1868 the number of senators of
the
class would never
have risen above two. It is possible
of survivors.
that the very fewness
...
nHAalnlKl
iiicMucmni tici ins in ny iri-eu-i
vttaa ua
miniated against national
metion that would keep them in public lUe,

'

Mcllhenny, of New Orleans, had been
eleced for civil service commissioner. As a member of the now famous
eglment, Mr. Mcllhenny won renown
through his brave deeds in the San
Joan light, and Mr. Roosevelt, as commander of the regiment, personally
complimented the young private and
elevated him to a second lieutenancy.
That was when Mr. Mcllhenny' was
comparatively unknown to Col. Roosevelt, but the latter in his book on the
rough riders makes elaborate reference to the "gallantry and daring of
Jofen A. Mcllhenny."
After the Spanish-Americawar
OoL Roosevelt communicated
with
Mr. Mcllhenny, and following this
came several visits to New York at
the request of the rough rider commander. An intimate friendship was
established, and when Mr. Roosevelt
went Into the while house the visits
continued. In return for this hospi
laHty Mr. Mcllhenny and his family
entertained Miss Alice Roosevelt in
New Orleans two years ago, when sue
went there to attend the carnival fes
tivities. She spent two days on the
Mcllhenny plantation on Avery In
land. Iberia parish, and became fast
friends with every member of the Mcllhenny household.
When President
Roosevelt made his hurricane tour of
the sooth last year, Mr. Mcllheuny
n

t.

The territorial ietit jury were discharged this morning at 10:30.
In the district court of Mora county the case of Maria Pablita S. de
Montana vs. Daniel Montano, divorce,
a decree was granted by the court
to the plaintiff and ahe was given
the custody of the minor child. Ado
mella Montano.
A Western Wonder.
There's a Hill at BowJe, Tex., that's
twice as big as last year. This wonder is W. L. Hill, wao from a weight
of HO pounds has grown to ovr 80.
He says: "I suffered with a terrible
cough, and doctors gave me up to die
of consumption. I was reduced to 90
pounds, when I began taking Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption, coughs and colds. Now, after
taking 12 bottles, I have more than
doubled in weight and am completely
cured." Only sure cough and cold
cure. Guranteed by all druggists.
00c and $1. Trial bottle free.

LANGER'S STORE
SOUTH FIRST

ST. COR. SILVER AVENUE

Owing to the necessity of closing out the H.aMiu'n hmjcK, and by
ll our full line or Geutli-iiien'virtue of small rentals, we will
and
those of the big storvs. Ovu-roatJulies' furnishings at prices bem-ati- i
and ladles' tiuits and jackeis at extra special rate.

s

Every Article Guaranteed

M

ALBUQUERQUX

it Four ounce
full
strength, 25c
size,
will do

Alvarado
Pharmacy

Cor. Gold Ave. and

1

st

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Teeth...,

Painless Extracting

ALL

WORK

$1.50

z

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

IS
IN

MONEY to LOAN

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
shoe repair Wagons
and other Chattels; also on
uiraer nanroaa avenue ana SALARIES
AND WAREHOUSE REtiroaaway
CEIPTS, as low as f 10 and as high ai
WANTED
To do vour electrical re- $200. Loans are quickly made and
pairing or every kind. Work guar- - strictly Drlvate. Time:
On month
anteeu. iteiiance Electric CO., zusft to one year given. Goods remain In
West Gold avenue
your possession, oar rates are reason-

1907

Help furnisned

and env
pioymeni oi an ainas secured
nrnmntlv Pall nn. writ a nt nhnna
Col burn's Employment agency. 109
west silver avenue. Auto
WANTED
Your motors t( install,
large or small. Work guaranteed.
Reliance Electric Co., 208V6 West
Gold avenue.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- d
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED
A young man with refer
ence at the Brunswick pool room,
must be a sober. Industries man.
Good wages for the right mu. M.
Gussaroff, proprietor.
WANTED
Ldy to aavertlse our
goods locally. Several weeks home
Salary $12 per week, $1 a
work.
day for expenses. Saunders Co., Department W,
8
Jackson Boule- ,
Chicago, III.
WANTED Teams The Santa
Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co. wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes. All good teams
making application will be given
work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
WANTED

46-4-

va-rd-

AGENTS WANTED.
WANTED Agents, canvassers, mix
ers, peddlers, street men, solicitors,
mail order people, etc., should buy
Kramer's Book of Trade Secrets.
Regular price $5 but balance of last
edition Is being sold for $1.25 as
long as they last. Every person
who is out of employment can make
more out of this book than a person
in ordinary business can on a capital of $10,000. Order quick. Sioux
Pub. Co., Sutherland, Iowa,

Rfc.T.

FOK KENT Ranch. Inquire of Mrs
James Dalton, Old Albuquerque.
FOR RENT New
liouse,
modern. 618 North Sixth street.
FOR RENT Private
rooms and
board. 420 North Eleventh street.
FOR RENT Nicely lurniehed rooms
with board. 422 North Sixth street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room:
gentiemaa only. 723 West Copper
avenue.
FOR v RENT Three-roofurniahod
o. ius
iwusit, wiia uaiii, ciose in.
jonn street.
FOR RENT Furnished cottage Hats;
very reasonable. Apply at 110 Coal
avenue, east end of viaduct
FOR RENT Four-roocottage, fur- nisned, at L,ockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car line.
FOR RENT OR SALE House at 202
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
Town postofflce
FOR RENT Pleasant, airj, well fur
nished rooms, with modern Improvements. Apply at store, S22 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Broadway.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, nerrly
furnished rooms, with bath and
electric light. 610 North Second
street.
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
light housekeplng; rent reasonable.
Inquire rear 524 West Railroad avem

PRINCE AUGUSTUS WILLIAM
Berlin. Dec. 13. Tho
fourth
son, Prince Augustus William, will
pay a long visit to America In 1907.
The object of this journey Is to fa
year old prince with
miliarize i ne
America Dolilical conditions. Amorl.
can institutions, American commerce
aau American lire in general.
Augustus William, unlike hs brothers and all the other princes of the
house of Hohenzollern, is destined to
kvote himself to the civil service in- stead of being an officer of the army
or navy, it is characteristic of the
kaiser's admiration
for American
methods that he In sendlne hi son
to acquire a knowledge In America
wnicn may be useful to him in his official career in Germany.
The kulser desires Augustus Will- lam tn set In tnnrh
nil onrta unit
conditions of Americans. He will sail
with Instructions to assoclalte with
American bankers, merchants, shopkeepers, lawyers, manufacturers trust
magnates, newspaper men, senators,
mayors, millionaires, society leaders.
laoor leaders, skilled workers and un
sullied workers.
He Will studv th IriiHlK ami the
great iusurunce cmpanles and other
concerns of a magnitude unknown in
Euroue. He will look into th meth
ods of American government and. into
municipal affairs. He will travel incognito unrit r an assumed name in order that he may see things absolute
ly as tncy are ami not as sycophantic
persons might desire to present them
to a royal prince.
h
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Copliai and surplus, $100,000
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first-clas-

the defendant was found guilty of embezzlement, says the Optic. S. B.
Davis and George Hunker were the
prosecuting attorneys and the firm of
Bunker & Lucas were the attorneys
for the defandant.'
It was midnight before the .case
went to the jury, who were out about
one hour and returned the verdict of

With Every $5 Purchase

vr, l

five-room- ed

guilty.
The case for which Jones was tried
was that of embezzling the savings
of Mrs. Ella Schlott, which were deposited with the Southwestern Building and- Loan association. The money
had been transferred to Jones by Mrs.
Schlott to buy cattle, but Instead he
deposited the money in his own name.
A suit in attachment hag been
brought In the Mora county court
with John Waldron, plaintiff vg. Boyd
& Thorpe, defendants, to recover the
sum of 1322.50 on account of a promissory note and chattel mortgage given
In payment of same.
In the Colfax county court Junnlta
Gonzales vs. Jose Gonzales, divorce.
The plaintiff prays for the custody
of the minor child, Trinidad Gonzales.
A suit for divorce has been entered in the Colfax county court by
Maria Martinez vs. Juun Martinez.
The plaintiff alleges cruelty and inhuman treatment, desertion and

190.

DEPOSITS

ing,

In the case of the territory vs. Ed.
J. Jones with Mrs. Ella Schlott as
complaining witness, before Judge Ab
bott, in the district court in this city,

i

13,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

,.

Ponole tn
s
Daniel for

FOR

Christmas Gift
303

WANTED.
FOR SALE Good, gentle cow. 71
South HlgTi atreet.
"'good" middle
ton BALK-ka- ucn.
horse by the month.
r. kelley
and sons having sold all their stock
WANTKD Position a cook in or out
sre now offering their fine stock
of city. Call or write thla paper.
ranch for sale. It Is the best ImVv'ANTEI At once a competent girl
proved rsncn In the country
for general house work. Apply 516
two good wells, one of them Has
has
KeienT avenue,
windmill and surface tank, it Is an
WANTED A girl for general house
Ideal sheep range. Postofflce, Datil,
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twenwork. Also a nurse girl. Apply at
ty miles west of Datil.
06 west ttajiroaa avenue,
WANTED Your shoe repairing. Best
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
oak tanned i earner, work guaranshop
on
First
East Railroad
teed.
avenue.
WAWTKtt

Syrup White Pine
and Tar

JUDGE ABBOTT SITS AS PRESIDING MAGISTRATE FOR
JUDGE MILLS.

2

roaga riders had been appointed to
federal office, but the incorrectness of
Jhia agreement was demonstrated
when it was announcd that John A.

....

LAS VEGAS COURT

ut-of-

It was agreed some time ago that
the last of President Roosevelt's

Our
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Special Correspondence.
Carrtzozo, N. M., Dec. 13. The
new tn-roresidence of Ira O. Wetmore, local agent for the Alamogordo
Improvement company, is nearly com
pleted nd he will be moving In la
a few days.
Miss Minnie Bourne, assistant to the
postmaster, visittd with her grand
mother at NogaJ over Sunday.
Syl Anderson has purchased a half
Interest la the barber shop of J. W,
Holman. and is In full charge of the
shop, Mr. Holman ielng Interested in
other business at Alamogordo.
M. L. Ooodin, our popular surveyor.
returned yesterday from a few days
visit In Kassas City. He says Kansas
City is all right but Carrlzozo has it
beaten on winter climate and paying
Investments in town lots.
P. T. Long, a travelng salesman
from Duncan, Indian Territory, arriv
ed In our town a few days ago from
the west, and is arranging to have
fine resldeace and other Improvements
placed on hlg homestead claim soul
of town. Mr. Long spent a week In
our valley last fall and filed on a
claim at that time and he is one of
the most enthusiastic ibelievers In the
future greatness of Carrizozo we have
seen.
The foundation is being laid for a
new large railway reading room just
across El Paso avenue from the com
pany hotel, thus providing a place
' rest and recreation for the em
ployes when not out on the road.
Part of the goods and fixtures for
J. C. Roland's drug store have arriv
ed and will soon be in place ready for
opening up.
Arthur Holzman, of the Holzman
Mercantile company, of Corona, was a
business visitor in our town last
Saturday,

FOR ML VICE

Is New Plan Proposed

in its inception

PERSONAL AND GENERAL PARA
GRAPH8 FROM A NEW TOWN
WITH GOOD PROSPECTS.

SENATORS

PK
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FOR BIOS.

lilut water. N. M.. Dec. 13, IHOii.
Sealed bids will be received by the
Uluetvater Development company, at
Bluewatir,
New
Mexico, until
i'
o'clock, a. m. January 7, l!u7. aad
thereupon opened for the construc
tion of a reservoir dam and tunnel
outlet, at Bluewater Reservoir, Bluewater, Nw Mexico.
The proposed work will consist of
a ruck fill ditiu, with earthwork front,
35 feet high and 300 feet long, a tun
nel outlet 6 feet square snd 200 feet
long, with regulating gates.
Specifications, torm of contract and
proposal blanks may be obtained and
plans of the work inspected at the
Hluewater,
office of the company,
New Mexico, and at the ottice of
George (5. Anderson, Consulting
No. r.tll Kquitable Life Build-lug- ,
Denvr, Colorado.
Kach bid shall be accompanied by
u certified check for one
thousand
dollars $1.0OO), made payable to the
Treasurer of the Blue water Development company as a guarantee that
the bidder will, within ten UO) days
of acceptance, cuter Into contract aud
furnish an acceptable bond in the sum
of twenty t2) per cent of the contract price.
The rlBlit U reserved to reject any
or all hid
CO.
lll.t'KWATKU DKVKLOPMKNT
By Sidney W. Worthy, President.
Woman loves a clear, rosy complex
liiuletls Hie
Ion. Burdock Hitters
blood, clears the skin, restores rud.ly,
sound hculth.

nue.
FOR RENT

two-stor-

w

11,1

-

with Ample Mtans and Unsurpassed Facilities. ,trJS'i

able. Call and see us before borrowing.

THE HOTJSEHOIJ II1M Pft
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts or me world.
Rooms 3 an 4, Grant Bldg.
31S West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evtnlnat.

We Sold the Snap
On Sixth Street

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

Solicit

ONCERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. Present: W.
Johnson
est Cashier; Win. Mcintosh! J P. C Baldridge! W
mon -- ""
M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnol,
Croiw.U

a

hav a great snap in a
ranch little cash needed; also
bargain in new brick residence, close in, on
Lowlands.

Now

O.

j

&

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA e
SANTA FE RY.

POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

n i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
A

CARDS

LBUQUCRQUr, NB W MEXICO

LAWYERS.

omemnm and diitmctorb

Ira M. Bono.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. 0. Pensions,
lands, patents,
convrlrhtji
puiiuti
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W n Rrvin
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Alhim
Que, N. M. Office, First National
uanK ouuaing.

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

H.

$500,000 00
$260,000.00

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00

Dentist

13. ncclitental T.lfa
Railroad nvpfiiiA nun
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Office hours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
Colo. Phone, 129.
PHY8ICIANS.
12

Cor.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts

We Want Your

DR. R. L. HUST.
Office, 68, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High- -

Frequency Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments
given each
day from 8 a. m. to p. rn.. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 111.
A. BORDERS.

Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
bones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. ChJlders. 117 West
Gold avenue.
46-4-
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Banking Business
"Hr'r'm

.DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E A. Mlsra
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

L.

e. PUTNEY

187S.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Ezclusiye Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

42j3

E
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STATE NATIONAL BANK

DR. D. E. WILSON

Bid..

Assistant Cashier!
Director!

R.JlT;

RAYNOLDS

Depository lor Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway Company

DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3. Rarnetta PnlMlnoover O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
phone 238. Appointments made by
mail.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. 8.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
nfflc
hours, 9:00 a. tn.. to 12:30 n m
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
10.

t

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
JPald Up Capital, Surplus and 'Profit

E. W. Dobso.i.

Rooms

President!!

FRANK McKEB

ATTORNEY AT LAW. ftffloe
wen hock. Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTI3TS.

y
A six room
house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijcras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Mattenccl, 624 West
Tlieras avpnue.
FOR RENT Houses and store rooms
one house furnished; one store
room connected with, twelve room
W. H. MicMillion, 211 West
house.
YOU
DO
WANT:
Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
112a to I1.&0 per week; 25c to 50c
T0MAKE MONEY?
per night.
Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
Minneapolis
Tne
House, 624 South Second
If you do write the Occidental Life
street,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their inducements to energetic men
FOR SALE..
and women to
FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new. dividend policy.sell its new guaranteed
Some of our sales315 S. Third street.
men are making $200 a week. Why
FOR SAUE Elegant KnaDe Huiano. can't you do it? Perhaps you can If
Call 512 South Broadway.
you will try. We want a hustling rep
FOR SALE A good span of horses. resentative in every town in New
surrey and harness. No. 523 East Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift eaterprises but
Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE A fine coiubinaiion horse' a straight out and out guaranteed
Rood for all purposes.
See F. F. contract from start to finish. Easy to
talk, easy to sell and honest In every
Trotter.
particular.
FOR SAl-One Majestic range, and
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
one beating stove.
Call at once. New Mexico and
Arizona, home office
4:'8 South High street.
Albuquerque. N. M.
FOR SALE Three acres, 1 mile out
on north Fourth street.
Mrs. Bamblnt. st ncr parlors. No.
Address
209 West Railroad avenue, la
Mile End Place, Albuquerque.
pre'
to give thorough scalp treatFt ) ft STTnEFvirniture.
at a spt-- c fal pared
from now until the nd of ment, do hair dressing, tre.v corns,
the year. Siar Furniture Co., 214 bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuriWest Gold avenue.
ng. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
FOR SALE A fine taddle ony ; also
of complexion cream builds np the
second hand twiddle, buggy and har- skin and Improves
complexion,
ness. v. il. McMilliou, 211
West snd Is guaranteed not the
to be injurious.
Gold avenue.
She also orepares a hair tonic that
FOR SALE Fourteen-roobouse, cures and prevents dandruff and hair
furnished or unfurnished, electric falling out; restores life to dead hair;
liKlit, city water. 315 S. Third St. removes moles, warts and superfluous
Mr. M. A. Schacb.
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
FOR SALE A braud new u horse cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
power Fairbanks Morse & Co. gaso- All of theje preparations are purety
line engine.
Latst model, very vegetable compounds. Have Just adelieap. Write Box U4
Silver City, ded a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles.
New Mexico.
r'OR SALE OR TRADE Fifteen - It is also used for rheumatism, paint
room house No. 724 South Second and massage
streft for property in California.
Th reDon't use harsh physics.
Write Joha Krick, 431 East Second action weiikenu the howels. leads to
Ijong
Bearb,
California.
'ireet.
Get Doan's
chrosic conistiirution.
Foil SALE Alajority of Block in es- - Regulets.
They operate easny, ioiir
.ili!iKhed and paying retail busi- the stomach, cure, constipation.
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
t" leave city. Address No. 1126,
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
lni!y Citizen.
They oveivoin
"OR
WknM, trrriru.
SALE General
uieicliandUe
lri(y evitiioU.Usiuua.luereaMt
hm
fV and
(.utiiis of mctiatru- misiness on the El Paso and Southj
l.ll fcttVraV
ir
Jliu"
western In eastern New Mexico.
Uing
Isjfc
wuuianhtMMl.
W
lotflrl.Mut ot
f
U.i.nu
orvuim utl body. No
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine oprrnir-dfor wwiiim ((lata
hnon
portunity for right party. Can exlife
j
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plain good reason for selling.
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healthiest in New Mexico.
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FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IH NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more. I001.1 best wean the
'
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster. Lime. Cement. Paint.
Glass. Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND' COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Betiding ScppUes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

THE

Third and MarquetU

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkofe Roofing

'

-

Io-calit-y

First and Marquette

Albaqoerqoe, New Mexico
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FEW CONVICTIONS OF ITALIAN
BLACKMAIL DESPERADOES BEFEAR TO
VICVTIMS
CAUSE
'
TELL THE POLICE NEW YORK
INFESTED WITH THE "COMOR-1ST!- "
MEANS OF COMBATING
THE EVIL 8UG6ESTED.
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la plain figures,

15 Per Cent Less
than the regular Jewelers can buy it at wholesale. Not a yellow diamond la the house. Wet fondle only perfect white diamonds and war
ranted as represented or your money refunded.

VTNCENNO.
ANTONIO
GIUSEPPE STOLXO.
These two men were arrested In New York for Black Hand outrages.

case of Antonio Buzauffl, son of an
Italian banker of the Bast side. The
banker had been threatened, but
notified the police, and hU home
was watched for some time. Later
bis son Antonio suddenly disappeared.
Four days later the boy was
found In an emaciated condition In a
vacant tenement house, where he bad
been held as a prisoner by bait a
dozen Italian Black Handers. In the
room were found masks such as are
commonly used by despcratoes, and a
large sharp batchet with which, the
boy declared, his captors constantly
threatened to decapitate ntm. ine
boy was forced to write to his father,
telling htm that his life was threatened unless lie gave to the blackmailers $10,000 In cash.
Within the past few months there
have been lio less than forty Black
Handera arrested In this city. The
evidence In most of the cases,-hoever, has been so indefinite that but
few convictions have been obtained.
The detectives know very little
they say. of the Internal organization
There have been a
nf tii societv.
number of mysterious murders which
have indicated the truth of the reports that "preaching" is punishable
with death. The body of Benedetto
was
horribly mutilated,
Mfcdonla,
found In a barrel in an East aide

In this city as on ex

oa Italian crime, twelve of
pert
the aoont astute sleuths toave leea
Inspector
a3slgw.ee to this bureau.
UcLAugTilIn is determined to
Willi
lireak n this most daring method of
blackmail.

Thoiga a common form of crime
for centuries In some parts of Italy
and Sicily, the Black Hand has only
New
been recognized as such by theyears,
York police for about three
from thia city It has spread throughout the country.
past year in this city there
In
hare fceea no less than a doien Inhare
stances where Black Handera extort
employed dynamite bombs to
mosey from victims. They confine
their operations mainly to (prosperous

te

Italian.

of the ANTONIO BUSSUFFI, THE BOY WHO WA3 KIDNAPPED
BY
THE
BLACK HAND.
choaea victim when he receives a
letter, of which the following U
Half a dozen shops occupied by
tair exaewple:
If you notify the police we will kill
Tomorrow you and all your
. "Mr. O. Caasunl, Sir:
family. Don't fall Italian storekeepers bare beta dea
leather
In
put
you
1300
morniag
stroyed by dynamite bombs, usually
us, for we are desperate.

Terror atrikea at the heart

purse, wrap red handkerchief arouad
It and lay It on bench in Mulberry
park aear northeast corner. Do this
away quick. If
at 7 a. m. and walk
you tura around you will be shot
dead. If you fail we will kidnap your
boy,
r we will blow up your Btore
wtta dyaamlte. We mean business.

la the early morning. One large
house In Brooklyn was alUnder such dire threats as this tenement
wrecked, the tencompletely
most
tne
with
comply
most of the victims
have
demands of the blackmailers, the po- ants fleeing In panic. There recentbeen several kidnapping cases
lice say. Frequently the threats are ly.
executed when the victim refuses to
"BLACK HAND."

The most notable of these Is the

cum in

WHERE HE WILL REPRESENT
DISTRICT PRESIDENT OF THE UNITEDOFMINE
twos
HIS
BEAT THE COAL OPERATOR CONGRESSMAN
o?R.CT-T- HE
LAWS HE THINKS ARE MOST IMPORTANT FOR
LABOR'S BENEFIT.
Nlcholli.)

1
ha"
statements made during the
PJJ.
U
which,
the
laws
auch
f
do all I caa for the passage of
M
law. a general
advocated, namely, an
law and the InUWitiye re
for the government,billsaa Immigration
shall not ;be passed at the
feeadS
these
that
desired by the
conges. I -- hall of course .u port
slon at
rc.workiae people as advocated ty me ftmcnrau
'
-

accordance with my

J"n

n

Jetton
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hour law. an
inSolawtawanghl
aad the initiative and

immaUon

TV. .
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LABOR

Ing labor measures.

n'fJICHOLLS

D.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS.
The United States civil service
commission announces an examination to be held in this city on Jan
uary 6. 1907, to secure llgilles to
fill vtcancte as tney may occur In
the
the position of clerk or carrier In Age
postofflce in Albuquerque, N,
limit 18 to 45 years.
Male applicants must be at least
five, feet four inches in height aad
not less than 125 pounds in weight.
It will not be necessary to take the
medical examination at this time.
Applicants should apply at once to
at the posteither the local secretary secretary
at
offlce or to the district
Deaver, Colo., for application blanks
and further information.
Applications will not be accepted
unless received by the district secretary before 4 o'clock p. m. December

TO CONGRESS

BOY

(By Hon. T.

EAUnFUl

caa be seen In our how window marked out

ln- toe
k!diaa aad persistent spread of Black
ttaad eatrages that a special bureau
has beaa established to deal with this
Ylcioua, farm of crime.
Under Itetectlve Sergeant Petro-ain- l

FROM BREAKER

HOSTS

w

a

On thm Msrktt,

alarmed are
Tr,oflec.this11.citySoover
the

raarmu

a

GEMS

.

Special Correspondence.
New

am

irho has lust been
elected to congress, as the most pres.
Mine Workers,

OSELNFIELD
Trnt

alley-way- .
Madonla was known to
have been a member of a band head
ed by Lucinono Perrlnl, a native of
Palermo. Italy. They worked the
Black Hand game In New York and
wont through the country operating
as counterfeiters.
It was supposed
that iMadonta had informed upon the
gang. Perrinl was later murdered
near Walkesbarre, Pa., and It was
said that his undoing was the result
of a disagreement be had with oth
er members of the gang.
According to Sorgt. Petroslnl, the
Black Hand society, called "Com- morlstl" in Italian, is composed of
small organized bands of the lowest
class of Italians, Sicilians and Cala
bariann. He does not believe that
there is a central organization,
Many of the members are
Petroslnl declares that the only practical way In which to eradicate this
form of crime would be an amend-mento the Immigration law providing that Immigrants
from certain
sections of southern Europe produce
good character affidavits from responsible officials In the land they are
leaving.
Petroslnl would also like to see a
law which would establish a system
of Identification of immigrants from
the lands which breed the Black
Hand type.
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For a Most Appropriate Christinas
Present is a Box of

EE

viT3
ALIO DEALER IN

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

VJESTIZRFEL&
HENRY
207 Rallrad Av., Albuquarqua, N. M.

COMING

KING OF TRAMPS

"The Wizard of Oz" and the famous
adventure of "The Scarecrow" and
"Tue Merry Tin Woodman" through
the wondrous "Land of Nod" are tales
familiar to all of us big and Httlo
who among us has not followed them
In their merry mythical wanderings?
The Scare Crow" and "The Merry
Tin Woodman" have een brought to
real lire in famous stage lmpereona
tions that are startllngly real.
which
"In the King of Tramps,
comes to the Elks' opera house, Fri
day night there is a youag man Mr,
Clyde Long, whose stage portrayal and
of "The Scare
character make-uCrow" Is said to be a little short of
marvelous. Critics pronounce It as be'
Ing a stage1 erection beyond compari
son, one that must bo seen to be ap
preciated. . In scarecrow language
he is described as being a person with
m
a "stuffy tired reeling, at tunes
tie shaky on his pins. Some people
take him for a man of straw, but he
doesn't care a straw for that, and
his wondrous broad smile Is a sight
to behold." The scarecrow dance on
done by Mr. Long is one of the hits
of the show.

These bills have been brought to
the fore by the American Federation
of Labor, and Nlcholls stands on the
federation platform.
Nlcholls has in mind no bills re
lating to mining. The miners in the
various states are laboring with the
legislatures aloag those lines. Tne
has no legislative
new congressman
fads. He favors the federation bills
because they represent the wisdom
and desires of the organized working-meof the country.
Nlcholls and National Secretary 28, 1906.
Wilson, of the mine workers, who was
also elected to congTess from a PennA Miraculous Cure.
sylvania district, will occupy a strik-- !
ing position.. When they take their; The followlag statement by H.-seats in December next year they will Adm and wife. Henrietta. Pa., will
represent not only the people of their interest parents and others. "A mir
districts, 'but the workers of the na- aculous cure has taken place in our
tion. They were brought forward as home. Our child bad eczema a years
candidates because they had won ihigh and wan pronounced incurable, when
and
rank as lalor leaders. Federation we read about Electric Bitters, secmen sent to Washington to aak for concluded to try it. Before tbe
legislation at the hands of congress ond bottle was ell taken we noticed awearied of the devious ways of the old rfinnee for the better, and after takline statesmen and asktd that some laa- 7 bottles ihe was completely
of their own men be placed on guard. cured." It's up to date blood rnedi TOBACCO PRODUCTION
It was In line with this demand that cine and body building tonic. Guar
FOR SEASON OF 1906
Nlcholls and Wilson consented to go anteed. 50c and 11.00 at all druggists
Washington, Dec. 13. The acreage
Into politics.
In the United SUtes under tobacco
S, F
Nlcholls was nominated without bis HOLIDAY RATE8 ON A. T. &
year was 735,754 and the yield
this
LINES.
COAST
repknowledge. He was in Ixmdon
628.554,000 pounds. There is a steady
holi
Year
New
nd
Christmas
For
his1
In
organization at t'he
resenting
be sold to points on decline since 1899 when tiie acreage
ternational mining congress. He ac days tickets will
one
for
fare for the round was 1,101,483 and the production
line
coast
cepted because the federation had re
pouuds.
way rete U $10 or
one
the
where
trip
year.
solved to go into politics this
25,
to
December22
of
sale
Lwi
Dates
IHs opponent was Congresman 1. tl.
King of All Cough Medicines.
29 to January 1.
Dale, a coal operator, who was elected inclusive. December
Md. R G. Case, a mail currier of
2, 1907.
January
limit
1907.
Return
2,400.
two years ago by a plurality of
Canton Center, Conn., who haa been
Nlcholls defeated him by t,200.
Hoi day
Year
New
In the U. S. service for about sixteen
and
Christmas
Nlcholls began life as a breaker boy
years, says: "We have tried many
Rates.
Wilkes-B3s
Ik the mines. He was born in
Christmas and New Year cough medicines for croup, but
the
For
in 1870. He worked in the holidays round trip tickets wil' be
Conga Remedy Is king of at:
mines from 1879 to 1900, when the sold at the rate of one and oae-thland one to be relied upon every time.
union attached a salary to his posi- fare for the round trip without regard We also find it the bewt remedy la.'
1
tion as president of district No. and to distance limit. Dates of sale De- coughs and colds, giving certain recalled upon him to devote his entire cember 20 to 25. Inclusive. Also De sults and leaving no bad after time to the office. Ho was prominent cember 29, 30, 31 and January 1. Re fects." For sale by all druggists.
In the work of organizing ths miners turn limit January 7. 1907.
is
Tlio greatest of all newspapers
for the greet strike which they won
,
of
In 1900.
the DAILY
Mexico City and Return.
Nlcholls suffers from no illusions
Spend your holiday vacation In St. Louis. It has no equal or rival in
as a result of his election. He has Mexico. Tickets to Mexico City and ill the west sad ought to lie In the
steadfastly refused to declare any In return at rate of $40.25 for the round hands of every reader of any Dally pa
tentions, except as to his support or trip. Tickets on b1 December 20, rer. It costs, by mall, postage pre-the federation platform. He hasn't 21 and 22. return limit thirty days imld DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY
any world-widreforms to spring on from date of sale. T. E. PURDY, sne year, tfi.00: 6 months. $3.00; 3
humanity. He will go to congress Agent.
months. $1.50; DAILY WITHOUT
SUNDAY, one year, $4.00; 6 months,
with a level head and a determination
diaSUNDAY
to fight as hard as he can for the
$1.00;
3 months,
Anna Held has recovered her
12.0ti:
Details EDITION a blir newspaper and maga
blit labor bills now pending and any uu!! and valuable paper.
regarding the valuable papers are .tl
combined. 48 to 76 pages every
others that come In with similar
2.00; 6 months.
Bomewhat. shy. but as a rule the miiHl-- . Sln)ay one year
cal comedy stars" valuable papers are ) IWi A sulwcriptlon for the GLOBE
DEMOCRAT, at these prices. Is the
PROPOSALS FOR WATER PIPE. Bhose containing flattering notices.
best possible newspaper investment,
Fittings, Electrical Machinery, BuildjSead your ordr TODAY or write for
ing
Alhuaiieroue.
Materials.
19i6
FREE SAMPLE COPY to Ulole frini
Nw Mexico
m
lnz uouipany, m. iiuis, nu. dcu
Sealed propiwals plainly marked on
mi
of the
LllQdn Ufifif icial "long time" campaign offerGIXBEthe outside of the seaies envelope.
I.ldkfi
iwuie of the
Proposal for Water Pipe, etc., and
addressed to the undersigned at Albu- Cleanest Manufacturing Process It DEMOCRAT. TWO YEARS FOR $1.25
elsewhere in this paper
querque, New Mexico, will be receivThat of Aa American Briwery.
ed at the Indian School until 2 o'clock
New Cura for EpleDsy.
Wo regard heir as a fooa and the
ror Turnisn- p. m. of January 5.
bier ono of our
business of brewing
J. B. Waterman of Watertown, O.,
Ing and delivering to the school as
Inilunlrn-a- .
wa
When
Important
mont
"My
during the fiscal year ending tell our readers tlmt without exception rural free delivery, writes:
Is no other brewery In the world daimhter, afflicted for years with epiJune 30, 1907, about 38 tons of cast there
absolutely clean In Its process of lepsy, was curej by Dr. King's New
Iron water pipe, 8 fire hydrants and en
aa t'abst. we speuk. from
tees, crosses, ells, valves, etc., one manufacture
siii-knuwletliro of conditions. Tha Life Pills. She has not bad an at
i
Brewery ut Milwaukee tack for over two years." Best body
Biimn
i triplex
llrrt. connected monster Pabst
an outlay of millions of cleansers and life giving tonic pills ou
power motor, one horizon- - represents
to
many
or tnosu million
ana
tal centrifugal pump belted to Shorse dollars
""B6""- -'
have been expended to makeI l the I'abst eariu. jjc
- O
bvoluulvA
nruistf h imrtlu v rUsn
power motor; also a quantity or brick,
Heer stands alone today, tha only
Atk for JAFFA S KRACK KREAf
lumber, builders' hardware, pig lead. I'abst
from the beginning BREAD and take no Other
food product
jute packing, etc., as per full lint and to the end of that
Its manufacture la abso- at the !"t!'?,'y.01d. ''rlV'hr.6.1! the con
obtainable
specifications
Cure for Sore Nipples,
school. Bidders must state in their
an the ciilld is done nurs-watA
In
soon
boll
instrument
tluir
Doctors
bid the proioeed price of each
to aicrlllze. them, i'abst bolls in2 annly Chamberlain's salve. Wipe
to le offered under contract.
'." " t '"
17"
.."": ut off with a soft cloth wrore auow
All articles so offered to be su!Jiet to
ateriltied
ing the child to nurse. Many trained
pipes
to
terills.'d
throunh
The right is re- hermetically sealed tanks where It nurses
rigid insection.
use this with the best results
served to reject any or all bids or any
4UKJ;...,V??.'5 Price 25 cents
.Tit:,.
box. For sale by
t
part of any bid if deemed for the
'
druggists.
storage
aealcd
hermetically
all
l
inks
Each bid and when bottled It Is pasteurized.
interests of the service.
by certified Throughout the entire procex. It never!
must be accompanied
Ai) for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
check or draft made payable to the In contai t only with sterilised ail.
BREAD and tans no viner
I order
of the commissioner of Indian
.. U0
inanuiai turn is too
IDII urmeai ui
tllOse
that.
SllV
ll.'liWs
n.elli.iri. Il In no
affairs for at least 5 ptr cent of the .v..l,lv
Stomach
"always the? same, ulways havi used Chamberlain's
'amount of the proposal, which check son for thereputation
of i'abst Beer.
best"
i iver Tab ets are quite loyal to
the Vuited the
'or drift will be forfeited toreceiving
and the richest
beer
cleanest
.. .
ii,(.iii and can not be permiaded to
. ,.,..
i. ... ,.n
I,,..
an , . The
States in case a bidder
hcveraire.
it is brewed tal,,. any substitute, utn a iron sain
award shall fail to execute promptly tnild. healthful
malt, nl.i at anv drug store, give uiem
from I'abst elKht-dala satisfactory contract in accordance only
choicest hops and pure water. I'abst
too, will want them in
malt, the perfect malt, con- trial and you, any
with hh bid. otherwise to be returned elKht-da- y
other. 1 hey cure
all the food finalities of the finest i,r, !.! 2ce to
to the bidder. Bids accompanied by tains
In predicated form.
It Is this Btnn.ech troubles, blliousne and con
ca.sh. In Ilea of certified fheck. will barley
I'abst excluhlKh food value and the
- considered.
For further In- sive
not
process of brewing-- and thoroughly btipa'.ion.
that gives I'abst beer its
formation apply to BURTON B. Cl'S-TEH- , iiKinir the beer,flavor,
Try a Citizen Want i.
lis refreshing tt.
rich, millow
SUPERINTENDENT.
n
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Our Prices

Our Work

are right

is right

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
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All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
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The Citizen Publishing Co.
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Millions Spent to

When you get read
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to lay
that roof, make it a point to get
the best that money can buy.

Write to us today for free

JfeJy?S
L'iSzrtJ

P
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sam-

ples and prices, on the best roofing
in any climate and all weathers
for every class of building from
shed
to the modern
the temporary
'
I
T".
.
i
Business oiock.

III

SUNPROOF

RAINPROOF

I

ime-test-

RUBBER
SANDED ROOFING
PERMANENT PROTECTION.
it, the sun will not melt it,
doe$
not
effect it it is absolutely
dampness
or
rain
weather proof, sparks or red hoi cinders falling on the
that wear-proroof cannot start a blaze, its
surface of hard flint sand means many years of
added wear and cuts out the repair bill. No painting
required at any lime. Any man can lay it a
roofing outfit free, with each roll.
Send for Roofing Book "P" It teUs all about every
class of roofing, roofing papers, building papers, etc.
It's free.
A
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, o

My child was burned terriUy aUiut
I applied
the face, neck and chest.
Oil.
The pain
Kclcctric
Thomas'
lr.
ceased and the child sank Into a
restful ale p." Mrs. Nancy M Hanson, Hamburg. N. Y.

iiltif Hiitlf ITU

4

The Citizen Print Shop la
where you can get the most for
your money. We print every.
thing but greenback and poet, if
Hi
age etampi. Either phone.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE FOUR.

Indian who Is well known for his oratory; Chief McCur-tal- n,
a giant full blood Choctaw, and an Indian resident
of Ardmore, one of the wealthiest men of his race.

CITIZFN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Published Dally and Weekly.

According to the Sheep and Goat nreeder, published
at Chicago, which sent a representative to investigate
that. Industry among the Navajos, Lagunas and Zunla,
t.hoo Indians will this year dip over 1,000,000 sheep and
goats, which certainly shows growing prosperity among
New Mexico's real redmen.

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

k STRICKLER,

President.

The Altec Index says that all the United Stntes
postage, stamps for 1907 to be Issued from the 6.(MK)
presidential postofflces will bear each the name of the
state and city In which the pontofflce Is situated; that
wenty-eof these offices will have these name
upon their stamp, but in the case of the others
the names will be printed across the face of the stamp
after they have been engraved, "and thut the chief reason
tor the change Is said to be the belief that It will make
It much easier to trace the criminals who rob postofllces.
The Citizen has seen these statements made In other
papers, but It has failed to see whether or not It is
to make the use of these stamps confined to the city
of issue. In other words, can a stamp bearing the name
if Albuquerque lie used at Las Vegas, or New York, or
any postofflre In the country, regardless of the name It
Itears, or can it be used, like a money order, only at the
office on which It Is drawn?
ThU is an Important matter, for daily all over the country thousands of dollars are passing through the mails In
postage Btamps, such stamps having been sent in payment of Indebtedness the amount of each of which is too
small for the use of money or check or money order. If
this method of payment shall be Interrupted by the
rhange in postage stamps, the result will be very much
to the loss of convenience by the general public.

8
$ HERBERT SPENCER'S GREAT
ARTICLE ON RCE MIXTURE $
To your remaining question respecting Intermarriage of foreigners and Japanese, which you say is
"now very much agitated among our scholars and politicians," and which yon say Is " one of the' most difficult problems," my reply is that, as rationally answered, there js no difficulty at all. It should be positively forbidden. It is not at root a question of social
chilosophy. It Is at root a question of biology.
There Is abundant proof, alike furnished by the
of human races and by the Interbreeding of
animals, that whea the varieties mingled diverge beyond a certain slight degree, the result is Inevitably
a bad one in the long run. I Iia.ve myself 'been in
the habit of looking at the evidence bearing on this
matter for many years past, and my ' conviction Is
based on numerous facts derived from numerous
sources. This conviction I have within the last 'half
hour verified, for I happen to be staying In the 'country with a gentleman who is well known and has had
experience respecting the Interbreeding of cattle; and
lie has just, on inquiry, fully confirmed my belief that
when, say of the different varieties of sheep, there Is
an Interbreedlnar of those which are widely unlike, the
the. result, especially la the second generation, is a bad
one there arise an Incalculable mixture of traits, and
what may be called a chaotic constitution. And the same
thing hap)ens among human leings the Eurasians in
In America, show this.
The phyIndia, tae
siological basis of this experience appears to be that
any one variety of creature In course of many generations acquires a certain constitutional adaptation to its
particular form or life, and every other variety similarly
acquires Its own Bpeciu) adaptation. The consequence is
that, If you mix the constitutions of two widely divergent varieties which have severally become adapted to
widely divergent modes of life, you get a constitution
which is adapted to the mode of life of neigher a con
stitution which will not work properly, because it Is
not fitted for any set of conditions whatever. By all
of
means, therefore, peremptorily Interdict marriages
Japanese with foreigners.
I 'have for the reasons
indicated entirely approved
in
of the regulations which have been established
America for restraining the Chinese Immigration, and had
I the power, I would restrict them to the smallest pos
sible amount, my reasons for this decision being that
one of two things must happen. If the) Chinese are al
they mnst
In America,
lowed to settlo extensively
either, if they remain unmixed, form a subject race
standing in the poBitltm, If not of slaves, yet of a class
approaching to slaves or If they mix they must form ai
bad. hybrid. if In either case, supposing the Immigration
to be large, Immense social mischief must arise, and
eventually social disorganization. The same thing will
happen if there should be any considerable mixture of
European or American races with the Japanese.

pro-pos- d

THE POSTAL SERVICE

half-breed- s

OBJECTED TO CONTEMPT

Grocery Comp'y.
"Good Things to Eat"

We 're unpacking new goods
every day and have everything
In the grocery line that you can
want. Our line this season la
more complete than ever and

our prices are right.

Ferndell

is a very fine thing In any rank of life,

FERNDELL CORN
The finest produced, 2 cans
35e
for
FERNDELL SIFTED PEAS
Extra fine sifted, per can 25c
FERNDELL BEANS
Both green and wax 20 to 25c
FERNDELL LIMA BEANS
Fancy French green and
25c
mall, per can
FERNDELL PUMPKIN ... .20c
Our Monsoon brand of goods
are medium priced but fancy
in quality.
12' i to 20c per can.

Forget Our Bakery

Don't

Furnishings

Just Look at These

Something New

A Genuine Leather Oak Frame Couch
"
"
Turkish Rocker
A
"
Oak Frame Rocker
A
A Beautiful Line of Morris Chairs -Good Solid Oak Rockers

Try Our
MOCHA SLICES
30c per dozen the finest thing
made in Albuquerque in the
Bakery line.
'

Jaffa Grocery Co.

$21,60 to $50.00
25.00 to 45.00
9.00 to 25.00
7.00 to 25.00
3.00 to 7.00

Even if you are from Missouri just call at our store and we will
be glad to show you.

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

201 N. SECOND

aw

t

j

f

BOTti. HONES

j

breaking in

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

SOLOMONLUNA,

WILLIAM McINTOSH, President

For the
Best Line of

BTO WES
in Albuquerque
See Ours

aching

Nogales Oaidrf-- . That Japan feels cocky and is like a
boy aching for a fight, with a chip on his shoulder, may
be true; that the island empire has covetous eyes upon
the Philippines Is also true, and we may have to go to
'
war some time with the conqueror of Russia, or give up
our oriental possessions. But it will be not right away.
Yore likely not for a quarter of a century. Japan will
have to enjoy a long period of rest and recuperation before tackling another great war. Willie she Is recuperating the American colossus will continue to grow; and
by the time Japan finds herself ready to try conclusions,
he may find the disparity even greater than now.

'

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

thafs
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The
thinks it but natural that the
army and the navy do not like Mr. Itoosevelt's attempt
to get congress to pass a raw anowing the
prefcldeut to dismiss navy or army officers whom he
doema unworthy to remain in the service. As comman
of the army and navy under the law be
already has a good deal of authority over each branch
of the service. The officers In each branch are not in
cliued to see thi power increased by giving the presl
dent, upon hU own Initiative and responsibility, the au
z
thority o turn any of them out.

HOW WOMEN

der-in-chi-

Daily Optic: The spirit displayed ly the people ol
California shows pretty plainly that the people of this
nation are not yet ready to accept the Asiatic us an en,ua
as they do the people of Kuropean countries.
The oil
enlal Immigration problem is vastly more nerious than
the problem of the coming of millions of Europeuu immigrants, because we are willing to assimilate the Kurop-fanaud we are not willing to a simlliite a brown or
black race.

s

The Citizen has received the first copy of the Copper
Kra. of Clifton. Ariz., published since the destruction ot
that town by flood waters, and even tbU issue was gotten
out at Morencl. The Kra's account of the destruction of
the town Is graphic and fearsome. The Kra was unable
to give any idea of the loss of life, but supposes it to
have been at least fifteeu or twenty. It tays nothing a
to whether Clifton will be rebuilt on the aiue site.
The WJiite Oaks Outlook thinks that a law should In
passed by the approaching leglslut lire, allowing the peo
ple in each ouiiiy commUKioner's district to nominate
Will not this paraud elect lis own commissioner.
ticular matter, as well as many others, lie covered by
the law for nominations by primary elections, to which
the republican parly of the territory has pledged ilselfT
Ontic f ' In Oklahoma there is some talk ot
electing an Indian first United States senator from the
new state. Three men are especially mentioned in connection with the Ik nor Chief Pleasant I'orter, tho Creek

ARE OCCUPYING THEMSELVES

000000000000X5OOOOCKAXXXOCt

The tbtal number of women engaged In gainful
cupation in tho United States in ISMio was 5.319,397, says
the Technical World Magazine. At the rate of icr;ase
between 8!t0 and 1!ihi there cannot be bliort of ti.OoO,-uilii work at present In various trade ad occupations
in in;.- I'nited States of America. About
of
l.ooo.ooo
America's live million-odgainful women in 1900 were
enKaned In what the census calls agricultural pursuits.
There were siImi Mo w.mie.i Intnl.. mien and raftsmen
and 113 women wood choppers. There are more than
I'ij.iMMi teachers and 0,418 actress, a.
There were 3.4 ,
womeu clergymen actvely engaged In tile rligious life
of uwnv denominations.
Korly women were classed as civil engineers, 30 as
mechanical and electrical engineers, and three as mining engineers. Incidentally there wtre 14 women veieri-;iarsiirgeo-- s.
There were also 3.123 women librarians,
'.'.oSii wonin
and 44o women barttnders.
In the building trade there were lti7 masons, 545
cii penteis, 45 plasterers, 1.759 painters, glaziers and
varahth rs, 12ti plumbers, 241 l aperhangeru and two
platers and rofers. Plans were prepared by 1" architects, and 5ii women entered into competition for the
ereetlon of liulldirgs.
'
The only occiipailuns In which wouu
are going
backward compared with men," says the Technical
World, "are those In which they might be expected to
3 forward, namely, sewing, tailoring and dressmaking.
There were fewer seamstresses, tailorsseg and dressmakers in proportion to the number of men in these occupations in 190(1 than there were in 1890.
"The number of women at work Increased 33 per
lint durig the decade. In that period tile total number
per
of women la the I'niied Stales Increased only
In that period the total uunmer
cent during the lecude.
Increased half as last fgaiii us Hit: total number of all
the woineit in the country. Hougbly speaking, it may be
said that while iu IS'.to one woman In every slit went
to work, in 190ii ihe proportion had increased to one in
'fvery five."
1

saloon-keeper-

1

s

C. H.

CARNES, O. D.

j

tip to the highest.
'

A'. Si, Rtd Oca
PaHM Oil Mutter,

oc-

foo

i

Oxfords,

$3.50 and $;;.co

by using;

SOLD

EXCHANGED

Association Offlet
Transaction

iROSENFIEID'S,

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

B0U6HT.

ANO

Cuaranfto

is possible

118 W. R. R. Ave.

P. MATTEL! CCI
Boot and shoemaker,

PIONEER BAKERY,

Albuquerque Junk compnny
"im; South Second street, pays
cash
for old furniture, old clothing. Iron
lua-cot per, zinc rubber paper rags
bottles, etc. Ia fact all kinds of sec
ond band goods and Junk. Send us
l)Mal. Will call. Kverytiiiug has a
value. Old Imlldiugs, mat bluer)', bug
gies, wagons, etc.. bought for highest
cash price.

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

Custom work

BALLING, Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON
WEDDING

M.

s,

o
Long

Tenneeiee Fiaht.
I'm' twenty years W. U Hawls of
Hells, TeiiB., fought nasal catarrh. He
wiiie: "Tho swelling und soreness
inside, uiy nose was fearful, till
began applying
Uuekleu's
Arnica
Salve to ttvusore surface; this caused
lie sore3-sswelling
and
to disa.p-peanever to return. Hest salve in
existence. 25c at all druggists.
j
.
o
Oive us your ROUGH DRY work
Monday, and get it back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
r,

SAM

KEE

Chines. Japanese,
Mexican

rm

LESS DIRT, MORE
TON. GENUINE
W. H. HAHN 4. CO.

This

R.R.

20T SOUTH rimUT BTREC7.

SEE
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave
Albuquerque
New Mexico

PtR
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oi our bread

TICKETS

-

$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit you.

s

i

order Repairing a specialty Prices
not only in mixing; and baking, but
reasonable; satisfaction guatranteed.
,
.
itt
o- aiso in laaung tare ui
103 North First Street
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
RIO NEC It BAKERY

Sigh Shoes,

I

We Keep It Up

',We keep the quality

Scientific Optician

Jkrti

OF AMERICA

Globe-Democra-

1ki.il v

We're showing the finest. Neckwear productions of the Best Makers.
Choice, exclusive styles, that you'll not be able to find la other stores.
We selected our Holiday Neckwear with great care and have the sort
man delights to wear.
Wrve every correct shape and coloring.

s

rt

.

Out Christmas Neckwear

EVERY DAY

enough material to can. It has already revolutionized
farming and fruit growing. Special orchards, gardens
and farms sre devoted to the raising of pears, peaches,
plums, peas; beans and corn for the canneries.
Nothing from these orchards and farms goes to market except
In cans. Then, too, we keep the greatest army of fishermen In the world employed. Our fleets for the canneries consist of 3,000 vesse-l- and 25,000 fishermen, and
added to these are some 30,000 oyster men on the Atlantic coast.
"Tho specialist In canning is coming to the. front.
"ItbtnJt
Under new processes nearly every kind of food eaten
vnth the foot"
now can be put up In cans. Even pies and cakes can
be made Imperishable in cans, and fresh buns and bread
The flexible sole Red Cross
can be served In tho Arctic regions months after baking Shoe is c o tnf'o rtctb ie
from
day. Canned goods are safe against decay, moth and
rust, and hence are of special value in the tropics. Be- the start.
fore we get'through with the Panama canal there will
The burning and
be enough empty tin cans on the isthmus to pave u road- :aused
by stiff soles and the
way from ocean to ocean and a tin can highway might
;vils of thin soles are prenot be a bad idea In that land of sand and slit."
I
American invention and ingenuity are responsible sented by the Red Cross.
for the supremacy of the tin can. A few years ago a mables a woman to be on hei
machine was invented for cutting and stripping tin "eet
for hours at a time with
plates for can factories which saves $1,000,000 a year
:omfort.
patent
to the industry. Then a man came along with a
soldering invention which further revolutionized the
work. Today the can factories take in tinplateg at one A stylish
end and spout out tin cans of all sizes and shapes at the hoe
other end. As the result of all this we have become to
a large extent a tin can leople. with our food cooked absolutely
at cetral factories more and more Instead of In our
omfortabh
Individual kitchens. The Sunday Magazine.
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It matters not how many other Christmas remembrances a man or boy
may receive, It will never seem like a truly Christmas to him unless you
give him a tie.
New Neckwear Is always an Important and an almost indispensable
part of a man's Christmas.

At a Price That Will Surprise You

needed

jt

Christmas Novelties 1o

Leather .'.Fur nit tare

CREAM PUFFS AND
CHOCOLATE
ECLAIRS
EVERY DAY.

No

Dally New Mexican;
The growth of New Mexico,
especially in the eastern portions of the territory, is at
tracting favorable attention and this will aid towards its
continuance.
This Is especially the case In the counties
Union, Quay, Guadalupe, Roosevelt, Chaves, Eddy and
'"Torrance. The homestead entries which have been made
in these counties during tie year 190-- are more numrous
than those In any of the other land offices of the United
States In the weit. and for that matter anywhere where
there are public lands subject to homestead or
land entry. The El Paso Herald notice this very satisfactory state of affairs, properly remarking thereon that
in the United States there is no region that has progressed or prospered more, or gained more population in
proportion, during the last twelve months, that the Pecos
valley of New Mexico and the territory adjacent to the
valley railroad along up toward the Panhandle. Home-setter- s
by the thousands have poured In there, and towns
have sprung up .ill along the way.

I
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Thomas and his contemot cases mav be properly ad
'
.
'
judicated.

19.

13,

o
Special Japanese Lounging Robes oo
o
o
Special Prices
o
o
o
mi"i
shoes ftfJB
o
o
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GOODS

but sometimes It teems that Judges of courts carry this
virtue to extreme, In their imposition of fines for alleged
contempt, Judge Thomas, of the county court at Cripple
Creek, Colo, would appear to be one of these.
The etory is that Expert Hamma, who audited the
OOCCCKCK000CK
"Good Things to Fat"
books of the court some months ago, reported that a
C
TIN CAN IS NOW THE
anTHE
hired
'thereupon
JudgeThomas
shortage existed.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
other expert on his own hook and this expert reported to
RULING POWER OF COMMERCE J
THEY ARE RECEIVED.
him that the books were correct. The Judge then called
msS
oooOoooooooxxoorKxxxxxyxxxx j mm
upon Expert Hamma to correct his report,' make a retracLast yer we made upward of 1,200,000.000 tin cans,
tion, and so forth, which Mr. Hamma refused to do.
Thus it is that Mr. Hamma was arrested and brought the contents of which would support all the standing
armies of the world for several years. There are upward
before the court for contempt.
Judge Thomas of 2,000 canneries In the United States, and they annu
But this was only the beginning.
ordered the jill for his expert paid and the county com ally put up nearly $100,000,000 worth of all kinds or canrnhwloners, not having hired the man, declined to pay ned goods,
the bill., Thereupon they were arrested also for con
vVe can everything today," modestly explained a
tempt and will no doubt hava a trial. The Colorado packer, "from fruits, vegetables, meat and fish, to eggs,
Springs Telegraph very properly trusts that this matter frogs' legs and birds' nests. The Industry is growing so
may speedily get into the supreme court, where Judge tnat It Is 'getting to be chiefly a'questlon of finding
'
-
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THE JAFFA

Inter-mariag- e

The postal deficit In 1905 in round numbers was
In 1906 the deficit, nlso In round numbers, was
$10,500,000. A decrease In one year of more than four
.million dollars or, to give exact figures. $4,055,588.19
la a decrease of very nearly 28 per cent. At the same
rate of decrease In deficit for the. next four years, the department will have wiped out the deficit all .together and
will be able to show, a decided profit. It would seem
from this point of view that the worry of the department
about its deficit Is somewhat unnecessary.
The postmaster general therefore speaks well when
he says In his report: "I think present conditions warrant us In turning our attention, rather, to an investigation and Improvement of every branch of the depart met's
work. We must have .in Increasing recognition of merit,
both In position and in compensation; we must have a
better system of accounting and more accurate statistics;
we roust make the service meet the needs of the people.
U we Improve the character of service we shall have leiu
occasion to be disturbed by the cost of service, for it ha
been the experience of many postal administrations, not
only here but abroad, that the giving of additional
within reasonable limits. Is almost Invariably
followed by an increased use of the malls and consequent
additions to the revenue."

THURSDAY; DECEMBER
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NEW POSTAGE STAMPS

Self-respec-

EVENIKQ

COAL

Indian and

CURIOS
215 S. Second Street,

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$6.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
PER TON

W.

Railroad Mveou

$2-2-

John

S.

ELITE

THE

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c
406

and Bar
Beaven Rico Hotel
North First Street
No. 111

DINELLI

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

SPECIALTY.

ROOMING

HOUSE,

Albuquerque, N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
AND $2.75
FOR

A

We dealre patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

NEAR

WOOD

CAKES

LENCIONI,

Proprietors.

POSTOFFICL AND DEPOT

No. 113 West Silver Avenue.
Manager
. E. GALLOWAY.
MUSIC LESSONS.

Prof. N. DlMauro, the violinist,
gives K'MStins on the violin and manto be tho best
dolin. Guaranteed
teacher In Albuquerque. Anyone desiring lessons address general delivery, city.
ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
is the place to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGAR?. Agents for the Columbia, Ramtdcr,
leveluiid. Tribune and Creucent
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Bicycles
HEAT $6.00
K. S. HOPPING.
Put Up for Travelers.
nrebsiiiaklug. No. 2o7 North High
GAS COKE.
321 Soutti Second.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
street. Old telephone, Black 209-1- .
We do it rlRht. ROUGH DRY.
perlal Laundry Co.

Im-- j
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13,

ALBUQUERQUE

190.

BRANNOfl ON BREAD

EVENING

CITIZEN.
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did not survive the operation, and
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
WAL
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
died later yesterday afternoon. The TON'S DRUG STORE.
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMoperation was not performed nl St.
o
ICAL.
eno
PXCFI I rw-- r
Paul, as first stated, but tt a hosnncn
w..
vr .
j !.. ,...
v.
e ne
pital In Rochester, Minn.
.rK.i
$6.00 PER TON. W. H.
GRATES.
11
they ask.
Mr. Armljo several days ago re- trial order. Tnats
HAHN A CO
ceived ft dispatch that his wife was
V
.
dangerously lit and left Ia Crtices
OPERA HOUSE RINK TONIGHT -Con the following train for Rochester.
Upon reaching Kansas City he reoapli Skatinc Contest
ceived another message announcing
H
ELKS
her death. He proceedd on to Roch"
:.
ester and will bring the remains
bacak with him to Los Crucei. where
Interment will Boon take place.
The deceased was'a sister of Jaeobo
Two Nights Commencing
Eugenlo and Paul Yrlsarrl, of this
and a relative by marriage to
Salvation Army Proposes to county,
Mrs. N. T. Armljo and family, Justo
and family and other Arml-jo- s
Feed Igdigent Families on A. Armljo
residing in this city and county.
It Is understood the deceased was
Christmas Day.
A Romance of Old Mexico
about seventy years old.
This paper extends Its condolence
with MuaTcal Interpolation
Captain Nissen, of the Salvation to the bereaved husband nnd large
Army, will be very glad to be In- circle of relatives and frelnds.
formed of the address of deserving
Characteristic of the People and
poor people or poor families In Alof the Time
,
PR0BATE COURT
buquerque. It is the intention of the
anny to distribute basket dinners for
150 poor people here on ChrlBtma
day. They will have cause to rememThe hearing of the final report of
ber December 25, 19(Ki, ns one of the the executors of the will of Carlos r.
happiest days of their lives,- if the Sanchez, decased, was continued till
wishes of the Salvation army are car- the next session of the court, which
ried out. Each of the baskets dis- is set for December 18, Iftoti.
Lloyd Hunsacker and Ed McfJuire
tributed will contain food for five people, and Captain Nissen U soliciting wer appoint ed appraisers of the esThe third nf a sorlra nf Cnin.la
donations for the project. His home tate of Corneille B. Strother,
de
Skating Contests will be held at the
By Clarence Bennett, Author
Is at 209 Copper avenue, and If you ceased.
vpera iiouse Kink tonight. The winof "The Holy City."
have anything to give or know of any
The bond of Benjamin J. Lucero. as
ners of the last contest will not lie
one who should receive, you will find guardian of Guadalupe Lucero. was
Taken
from
Wallace's
Hen.
Lew
permitted to enter, nor will the
- .,
.
him there at any time. If you haven't approved.
"The Fair God."
collides who took nart in the lnut cnn.
time to call, send someone around or
Fred S. Oraefe was appointed guara iv j,:, mi, icii iu
get word tohim, He will call upon dian of Garland O. Grnefe, minor
lUKruirr.
Competent Judges willnuirbe chosen
you.
child, the petitioner furnishing bond
A
among
from
Magnificent
spectators.
the
Production
and
In
the sum of 11,300. ..
Up to the People.
Complete Scenic Investure.
Ladies' and Cents' White Sweaters
To use street parlance, it is up to
i ofiiiuru iu ilia iiiiieiB.
I
the people of Albuquerque to make
I Prlcnthe $amt tvtrywhtrt-7$- c,
$0c
Spe- Admission, 15c. skate. 23c.
the plans of the Salvation army emipinl niuslQ.
Large stress i
nently successful.
therefore laid Upon the point that
Spelter,
preparations for the giving of the
St. Louis, Dee. 13. Spelter, steady,
dinners cannot be made too soon,
.
The entire affair will be one of volun- $6.50.
tary donation on the part of the genMetal Market
eral public and charitably inclined
New York. Dec. 13. Conner strain;
persons the city over are urged to do
what they can to aid the army pro- 2323.25; lead firm 6.00fi6.10.
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Good Meals.
moters by gifts In this direction.
Money Market.
While the army can be depended
New York. Dec. 13. Prime, mercanF. J. Gross, Prop. . 120 W. Silver Ave.
upon to do the actual work, the suc- tile paper
G8'i; Money
66H:4 silver
cess of this Christmas feast depends oa call strong,
16.
solely upon residents of the city of
Albuquerque, and this should be for
Grain and Produce.
cibly borne in mind by all to whom
Chicago. Dec. 13. Close:
the announcement Is or has been
Wheat Dec. 74'ic; May 7Sssf..
made.
Corn Dec. 42y',4c; May 4!c.
Captain Nissen has already begun
.
Oats D c. 34ic; May
to solicit assistance in the project.
Pork-Ja- n.
$15.85; May $16.15.
He was abroad early this morning
Jan. $8.67 7i 70c: May $8.80.
making calls upon different people
Ribs Jan. $8.50; May $8.60. '
to lend their substantial assistance in
the worthy enterprise. Chicago Live Stock.
Further reports upon the progress
Chicago, Dec. 13
receipts
of th's praiseworthy work will ap 11.000. Market steady.Cattle
Beeves $4.10
pear in The Evening Cltiivn from
7.35; cows and heirers $1.05 5.20;
time to time as It progresses.
Tex-an- s
It. Is the Intention of the army to stockfrs and feeders $2.404.5O;
$3.90(e
westerns
as many indigent tmins as 5.75; $3.75P4.60;
calves $6.00 8.0O.
possible on .Christmas day.
Sheep
receipts
25000.
market
steady.
Sheep $3.905.75; lambs
JEWELER
$4.758.0O.
WILL BE HERE T0'
Jeweter.
Kansas City Live Stock.
205 Railroad Avenue.
Kansas City, D.c. 13. Cattle reT ceipts,
A.
6,000, Including 500 southerns.
WATCHES
DIAMONDS
Market slow, steady. Native . steers
,
SILVERWARE
JEWELRY
$i,90
steers
$3.806.75;
southern
RICH CUT GLASS
One ojf JJie. bes witten. best, ex- 5.Q0, southern cows $2.0O5f J. 25; napressed .best presented comedies to tive cows and heifers $2.O05.15;
,WE SELL .THE QUALITY THAT
visit Albuquerque this stasoa will ie stockers and fotrters $2.40ffi)4.50; bulls
;'
WEARS.
f
ahei ,KJng of Tramps.", which comes $2.2o(f)4.00;' calves $2.50 6.5; westAT THE LOWEST PRICES
to the opera house tomorrow night. ern steers $3.40 5.50; western cows
The press agent assures us we are $2.25(?'4.00.
...
not to see1 the mm. soaked husky
voiced
shambling liobo invariably
seen with attractions of this title. Instead we are to meet a "Sunny Jim"
always goteg out of his way to spread
happiness, always singing and carry- WHY THE COLUMBUS
HOTEL
ing a light "heart, a character that . HAS BECOME SO POPULAR.
good sensible people can view from
in front with a feeling of interest. A
There is a great deal f hallucinacapable company of farclers, singers
tion and imagination connected with
and dancers surround the principal "mother's
BARNETT BUILDING
cooking," but there is no
characters and ratronsre assured of doubt concerning
the
preference
a performance well worth selng.
which the average man has for
"home cooking," or of Its superior
nourishing qualities. It Is this fact,
DID MAYBURY BRAND
Nothing is more acceptable to the housewife than a choice piece of
largely, that has niade the Columbus
hotel, what it is today, a gathering
THE WRONG CATTLE place for men and women who are
tired of the incipid, unsatisfying
Our line this season Is unusually large and very complete with each
dishes of the hotels and restaurants.
and every piece priced in such a way that will surprise you.
SOCORRO COUNTY RANCHER AR If you find yourself in this frame of
mind, just call and try a sample din
RESTED HERE BY DEPUTY
ner, and be convinced of the truth of
SHERIFF SANCHEZ.
THE VALUES ARE GREAT
these statements. Single meal twenty-fDeputy Sheriff Eliseo Sanchez of ive
cents.
And Mean Savings Most Pronounced
Socorro county yesterday arrested H
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
1. Maybury, a well known cattle
And
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS
man or that county, while he was is to be washed over. Imperial Laun
Albuquerque.
dry Co.
all sorts of pieces new and novel
la
The Socorro county grand jury re
Upwards to
from the famous Ucrgen Hue.
OLD FASHIONED BUCKWHEAT
cently indicted him for putting his
AND
MAPLE
SYRUP
oraad on two animals that are all god CAKES
FOR BREAKFAST AT THE COLUM-BUCHRISTMAS BOOKS.
not to be his property.
HOTEL.
Mr. Maybury was here oa business.
For the Young or Old Attractive Books of All Sorts.
He owns a .out 1500 head of cattle In
Try Charles Conroy's meat market
A complete and well assorted stock to choose from, come In, take
Socorro county aad a large ranch and for oysters,
your time and look through; you'll surely find Just what you want.
has always borne a good reputation, salt meats. fish, eggs and fresh and
It is said.
Try the ham and eggs, hot biscuit
Wanted far a Witness.
and cream gravy for uuper Prlday
Fred Lnnt, wanted us & witness in nigni, at (xmimoiin hotel.
Socorro county in a case where-iTrim Pint in nnt a m.,m l .. ...
,h
Glaze ct al are charged with
cattle rustling, wag Intercepted 4iere Down and Out club. He's dowu, but
by Deputy Sheriff Alcario Montoya not out.
of Socorro county yesterday ad pa
pers served upon nun to appear and
testify in the case. Iant returned to
Socorro with the officer.

MANY DINNERS

Only $.50 For Tabourette.

--

'

ANDWATER DIET

FORM

Ex Convict Refuses to Work
on Streets For Being

Drunk.
ONCE DID TIME AT SANTA FE

Ed Branon. alias Marqui'8, Is locked In the dark cell at the city Jail
and hi dirt for tile next five days
will oe
rcad and waKr unless he
changes hi mlad meantime and con
sents to labor on the Bt reels win
fine of five dollars assesswork out
him l.y Judfjo Crawford
ed again
this morning for being drunk and disorderly.
Branaon Is regarded as a bad horn-lire- .
He Is the man who slashed John
Burrel with a razor at Trimble's red
barn on January 27. 1905, and was
sentenced to serve a term of oe year
in the district
in the penitentiary
court. Brannon served the term and
he has since beea engagtd at the
Trimble barn.
this
in police court
Arraigned
mornifltf,. he gave his name as Ed
Marques
. !Utf? Crawford hinted at a charge
of using profane language on the
streets but leniently made It "drank
and disorderly," to which Brannon
pleaded guilty.
"The next time you use profane
language on the streets I will give
you something you'll not soon forget,"
said the court after assessing the
usual fine of $5.
"Judg
I haven't got the money
asd I aiu't goin' to work a lick," said
the prisoner ungratefully.
"Just Jock him in the dark cell and
diet iiitn on bread and water until he
changes his tune," said Chief
After he was sentenced 12 the district court for cutting Burrell. Bran-- :
2on is said to hae remarked; "Hud
I known the court was that easy,
1

cut the fellow's

would 'have

clear

'.

'

,

off."

SLAVE"

ROYAL

FOR

j

luad

Young America Threw Rocks.
Nicholas Metz, a stone contractor
yesterday made complaint that a
small boy liad thrown stones through
a window in his house at the corner
of Fifth street aad Atlantic avenue.
was issued from ' Judge
A warrant
Crawford's court for John Doe. It
was placod In the hands of Patrolman
Salazar, who apprehended the boy
who threw the stones.
"John Doe" was nnmed in the war-- .
rant iacaune Mela did -- ot know the
name of the youth.'
letter, the lad's father saw Metz
and adjusted the damage. The htty
twdv years Uljfc

"A

TWO NIGHTS

There Is a characteristic Spanish
'ilanoo done by the dainty dancing girl
ia "A Roy! Slave," which comes to
the Elks' opera house next Monday
and Tuesday, wihich will doubtless
cause a sensation. Impetuous, graceful, full of Are and spirit of tho
role which she plays, the dancer
abandons "herself to the rhythmic
movements and sensuous appeal of
concludes her
the mujic. CXftea-shdance with a kick so violent that bxr
dainty slipper is hurled clear across
the theater. Despite the fact that
she has a daintily small foot. the
slipper can readily lie sren and there
is always a' scramble anions the boys
to obtain It, a sight not on the regula.
program, Imt highly umuslng,
t he-les-

ANOTHER

MURDER
ON

TRIAL

The case of Dionisio Sanchez, who
with murder of Leopoldo
Sanches, a relative, was taken up in
the Socorro county district court this
.morning.
The murdered man and the alleged
murderer were sheep herders attending flocks on the St. Augustine plains.
One 'day last spring the former was
found wandering in the vicinity Datal
with
bullet hole through his head.
Five days later he died without gaining consciousness.
accused
The
man was arrested for the crime, but
has stoutlty protested his innocence.
WARUCK-

-

EM1NS

the church, performing the ceremony

The groom Is advertising writer and
salesman for J. D. Kmmons, father
of the bride, who conducts a large furnil ure house at the corner of Coal
avenue and South Second street. The
bride Is one of the must popular
young ladies of the Highland Meth
odist church circles, and is well
known for her activity in church
work.
Several hundred friends witnessed
the ceremony, after which a large'
attended reception was held at the
new home of Mr. and Mrs. Warlick
at the corner of Iron avenue anil
High street. A wedding supper folMr. and Mrs,
lowed the reception.
Warlick were recipients of a laige
number of valuable presents.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
ponv.

OK

(

our store,

V

x

Come early and

AL

get best setsctisn.

T FA BUR
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

. . . Staab

Building

A.
WSanta
HO
Claus

telegrMimarkets

!

;

The Elite Restaurant

.

1

Don't be in a

iY
At

HURRY!
Before closing up your pack be sure
and call in the Vann Jewelry company's Store, you will find Just what
you need to finish up with; Fine
Watches, Rings, Pins, Chains, Silver,
ware, Cut Glass and China, and the
swellest line of Toilet and Manicure
Sets you ever saw. They are all new
goods, too, just In; so

364-!fcC-

Christmas

Ird

Presents
ie.W. MORRIS

-

-

i

v-

--

Cut. Glass for Christmas

VAWnIeWELRV CO.

THE

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the
'

We offer thorough
courses In

DAY OR

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH ' '
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE
COMMERCIAL

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING
AND

of the Albuquerque, Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico

AS
Souvenir Crockery
JZFJ1

vie wm

XMAS

STORE

or

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

Borradaile
117 Gold

I5ts

S

VISIT THIS

.

...

Spanish

$30

COME

LAW

Write or call for full
Information.

RICH CUT GLASS

i

At

DO NOT FORGET

O. A, WATSON & CO.

Cl
Ave.

Co.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

u

UNREDEEMED DIAMONDS

Christmas Candy

SMOKER
Fresh Every Day.
Call
and ask to see our special boxes.
They are winners.
POST CARDS. PILLOW TOPS
Made

AN ENJOYABLE

AFEAIR

The Albuquerque Kll.s
held
a
smoker after their regular meeting of
the lodge last niuht and it was an enjoyable affair. Entirely informal, of
course, but there was plenty of gixxl
things to eat and there was no dearth
of refreshments and good cigars.
The smoker is a regular monthly
occurrence at the Elks' lodge rooms
aund these Informal affairs have be
come so popular among the lodge
members that they are looked forward
to with much anticipation.
More
than 125 members wen- - nrescnt last
ulght and the happy occasion was
mien u nuge success.
The lunch enjoyed bv the local and
invited Elks wai prepared bv Chef
neniy i.oetz and was one of the best
or the season. John Cornell
bad
charge or the waiters.

STOI.KX
Black sadwith
saddle.
Knder

DEATH OF MRS. NESTOR
notify .1 I). KminosiK.
FOR SALE Household furniture of
five rooms, complete.
Immediate
t)14 North Sixth street,
disposal.
(.'all at any time.
YiKteiday The Kvmlnir Citizen ,.,n.
WANT ElV A boy "u Win tT 4 earsol '
to work in a small general mer- nouiH'fd that a (lisuati h had .. r,..
chandise store; must have good ref. reived here Jjivlns the Informal ion o;
erence. Apply 1202 North Arno the herloiirf illnexH r M
Armijo, who was at St. 1'aul. .Minn.,
street.
where an operation had ueeu perToilet sots of all kinds. Best grade. formed upon her.
Reasonable prices. At Ruppe's.
Today it was learned that the laciy
dle

i-t

i

NUPTIALS

W. C. Warlick ami Miss Margaret
Kiiimons were married at 8:3d o'clock
lat evening in the Highland Metho
(list church. Rev. Holliday, pas-to-r
of

- - - -

Your choice either in golden
oak or weathered oak finish.
Many similar snaps for economical buyers all through

u-LJ-

Slave

ELKS' MONTHLY

STKAYED

h'-.-'-

A Royal

-

Regular Price $1.00

$1.00

AT

Is charged

THE

I

H

POOR

Just Like Cut

MONDAY, DEC 14

The Man Who Slashed John Bur
v rell With a Razor July
27. 1905.

.

CITY'S

nv

MEXICAN

C.

DRAWN

WORK

P. Schutt

FOR CHRISTMAS

r

lighter,

makes

the

the cares less,

and the worries fewer.
NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your I'ome.
YOUR

IN

HOME

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

ABSOLUTE- GUARANTEE
-

LEADING

DRUGGISTS
Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

H. YAN0W, 114 R. R. AVE.

oooooooo
j The St. Elmo

For Your Christmas Table

J JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
2 0 West Railroad Avenue

4

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

Finest Whiskies

!

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPL
A NO
CLUB ROOM9

"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year7'

Christmas Cigars
LEADING JEWELERS

.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

r

I

I

duties

telephone

YOU

AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE

Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

The

THE DIAMOND PALACE

25 in a Bex

-

Kirster Bros., Manufacturers

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET
.1

SOS South Second

Street

Ej

PASO

EL

MAT-

WILL APPORTIONMENT OFFICIAL

GUARD AG INS T

OE SCHOOL

TYPHOID

FUNDS

TERS OF

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

-

190.

PRESENT STORE

omm (mm

ERAL INTEREST

A

tii4'.T.iK

lit

Mf

Com-

the Water."

i a

PERFECTION

rple

';

f

a cold

Have You Been in Yet to Look Around?

a PERFECTION Oil
Heater. This U an cil
neater that plvc titUf&cthn
wherever used. Produces intense
beat without smote Of smell because it is
equipped wi'-h- , smokeless device no trocKr,
no danger. Easily carried around from room
to room. You cannot turn the wkk loo high
or too low. As easy and simple to care for
as a lamp. The

.

The following have been appointed
Tiic following circular letter, which
Is the warnlaj
taxpayers
public by Acting Governor J.
notaries
to
general
all
is
of
interest
PhyCity
sent out from the office of
W. Reynolds:
in
especially
Interested
those
nd
sician W. II. Anderson, says the El educational matters in New Mexico,
Ralph M. Parsons, Roawell. Chsvss
Paso News.
has been sent out to county school county: Henry Rivera, Olorlota, Sannot
urges
that
uperintendents by Professor Hiram ta Vo county.
Or. Anderson also
only water. tut milk as well Ik sub- Hadley, superintendent of public In
Promotion for Floyd Gibbons.
jected to great heat before being tak- struction:
en Into the hum a a stomach.
Floyd Gibbons, chief deputy under
Dear Sir: Of funds In the hands of
refrain the territorial treasurer to the credit H. P. Bardrshar, collector of Internal
He also urges that
from eating raw vegetables, such as of the common school Income fund, I revenue for New Mexico, has been no.
tomatoes, lettuce, callae, celery or have made, this 12th day of Decem tided of his appointment as general
commonly eaten ber, 1906, the following apportion traveling deputy under Revenue Agent
other velegta-bleraw.
ment among the several counties of John A. McCabe, and will assume his
Meats, too, he says, should be the territory, as prescribed by law; new duties probably January 1. Mr.
being 28 cents Gibbons' change will necessitate his
thoroughly cooked, particularly pork said apportionment

13.

THE CHRISTMAS

GEN

Fever and Other Diseases. To the Various Counties and Gibbons Promoted -- New
-pany Organized-Scho- ol
Showing Enumeration
Boil the Water" Is Warning
Funds. Etc.
of Scholars.
From City Physician.
"Boll

EVENINO CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

Remember there are only

..12

Heater

Oil

More Buying Days Before Christmas!

(Equipped with Smokeless Device.)

s

is an ornament to the home. It 1s made in two finishes nickel
Brass oil fount beautifully embossed. Holds
and japan.
Every heater warranted.
4 quarts of oil and burns 9 hours.
Do not be satisfied with anything but a PERFECTION Oil Heater.
If you cannot get Heater or information from your dealer write
to nearest agency for descriptive circular.

His territory as
and poultry.
to each person enumerated for school removal to Omaha.
Continuing alonog this line Or. An- purposes. County treasurers should general traveling deputy in the Interderson asks that a general cleaning promptly draw on the territorial au- nal revenue service will embrace ten
4tp of fcack yards, ditches, cesspools, ditor. Hon. W. O. Sargent, for their states and territories.
makes the home
vools of stagnant surlace water, etc., respective amounts.
The
bright. Is the safest
that every
The following articles of IncorporaEnumer- Amount
le done by nil cltliens, and
and best lamp for
precaution be taken to minimize the County
ation. Apiwrtioned tion have been filed In the olllce of
steady
clear,
Gives
light titled
a
household use.
losibillty or propagating na
7478
z.ti3.s Territorial Secretary 3. W. Raynolds:
Bernalillo
with latest improved burner. Made of bran throughout and
The Sacramento Telephone com
904.96
3232
the typhoid germ.
Chaves
nickel plated. Every lamp warranted. Suitable for library,
principal place or business ai
1,006.32 pany,
3594
The various committees appointed Colfax
dining room or parlor. If not at your dealer's write to nearest
tiy Various bodies to Inspect the dair-ir- a Dona Ana
4359
1.220.52 Alamagordo. Otero county. Territor
agency.
773.64 ial agent, J. L. Lawson, at Alamo- CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
2763
of the city and country are on a Eddy
1,049.44 gordo. Capital stock, $10,000, divided
3748
tour of duty today. What they found Grant
636.44 Into ten thousand shares of the par
2273
Is a secret known only to themselves, Guadalupe
48).zu value of $t each, commencing busi
s they refuse to termlt representa Lincoln
1715
If you want results in advertising,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
313.04 ness with $2,0(o. Object, operating
1118
tives of the newspapers to accompany liuna
system.
Duration, nfty Department of the Interior, Unite! trv an Evening Citizen want ad.
187.60 telephone
670tttem or to make any report or tneir McKlnley
years.
Incorporators, O. 'M. Lee,
1.UU4.US
flndlnra to the press. They will for Mora
3586
States Land Ofllce, Santa Fe, N. M.
2402 '
mally report when their investigations Otero
672.56 George Duncan, J. L. Lawson. all of
Nov. 27. 1906.
P. Alteman,
U.
and
413.00 Alamogordo.
1475
are completed, to the respective oa Quay
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Toyali,
Texas.
which EAve them birth.
4740
i.3Z7.zu
lowing-nameRio Arriba
d
claimant lias filed no
738.92
2639
Whether the public, which Is the Roosevelt
tice of his intention to make final
Apportionment of School Funds.
675.08
great sufferer from poisoned food and Sandoval
2411
proof In support of his claim under
472.36
iirinic. If aucn exist, will be taken San Juan
1687
The following memorandum of the sections 16 and 17 ot the act of March
7644
2.140.32 apportionment of school funds, chiefly 3, 1891 (26 Starts., 854), as amended
into the confidence of the "smelling' San Miguel
One Night Only
4313
1.207.64 the proceeds of school lands, has been by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
committees has not been vouchsafed. Santa Fe
toe
suggested
Hauiey
that
by
compiled
358.96
Hiram
1282
been
Professor
tiaa
It
Sierra ..
Stats., 470) and that said proof wi'.l
feoard of health, now that the matter Socorro
4331
1.212.68 superintendent of public Instruction
be made before Silvstro Mirabel, L
pu
ex
up,
per
make
14,
an
1905
Amount
1,025.36
is
health
nubile
October
of
3662
Taos
S. Court Commissioner at San Rafae!.
many
apportioned
25
of
pil,
cents;
amount
413.00
kitchens
1475
amination of the
Torrance
N. M., on January 5, 1907, viz: Malta
$17,579.75.
restaurants, warticularly of the cheap Union
665.00
2375
Concho of Lagiina, N. M., for the
pu
per
connection
19,
1905
Amount
in
this
is
said
847,84
Docember
grade.
er
It
3028
Valencia
Sec. 25. T. 10 N-- R. 7 W. N.
SB
will
be
amount
apportioned
affairs
pil,
24
of
cents;
state
a horrible
M. P. M.
$16,876.56.
averted.
$21,840.00
78000
Total
names the following witnessed
June 6, 1906 Amount per pupil to Hesrovd
Beer pumps sod faucets, too, should
"HIRAM HADLEY.
his ftHual continuous adpipes
$8
12
cents;
apportioned,
amount
cleaned.
The
toe inspected and
"Superintendent Public Instruction."
Doottl Comedy in 4
verse possession' of said tract for A Ymnhf
(through which the beer flows from
789.88.
Big Lmughlng Aetm
You will notice the enumeratin Is
suryears
twenty
preceding
the
neit
per
1906
12,
with
glass
Amount
keg
foul
become
December
to the
i ho
78,000; two years ago it was 70,319.
of
pupil. 28 cents; amount apportioned vey of the town'ihip, viz:
yeast, the very vital principle
Than a
JosecUo Ross, of Seam a, N. M.;
y
neces-ltof
$21,840.
and,
must
which. Is putridity,
N.
Palsano,
Blanca,
Casa
William
of
of
$65,086.19.
health
Total,
menace
to the
be a
JUDGE HAS HIS OWN
M.j Martin Luther, of Caaa Blanca,
An entertainment for children
those who drink the liquid that la
N. M., Yamle B. Leeds, of Seama, N.
from 6 to 60.
poisoned
passing through them- is
M.
Nearly every other city in the coun
ABOUT JEALOUSY BUY
A.
IDEAS
Any person who desires to protest
try where teer is sold compels the
With a plot mounted with special
against the allowance of said proof or
Hellers to sterilize with steam all
Soenery.
FOR
MARKET
reason
any
HOGS
who
knows
substantial
of
etc.,
once
at least
pipes, coils, spigots,
.
no
ground
divorce.
"Jealousy
for
is
regulations
of
the
under
and
laws
the
inMUSICAL SINGING AND OANC
a month, and there are men who
part of a woman
"Jealousy on
interior departmet why such, proof
INQ SPECIALTIES.
vest money in portable sterilizing is an evidence ofthe
her love for ner
plants and make a business of cleanWILL OPEN CALI should not be allowed will be gives
BELEN CUT-OFan opportunity at the
FORNIA MARKET
FARMERS
ing beer pipes.
"A Jealous wife is much better than
You have been waklnf for.
time and place to
SHOULD GET BUSY.
an indifferent one.
the witnesses of said claimant,
Introducing
tne Favorite Comedian
way
paves
"Jealousy
sometimes
the
offer evidence in rebuttal of
OF KING
now beig con and to
The Bc'.tn cut-of- f
to the divorce court but there it
VICTOR FAUST.
by
claimant.
submitted
that
should not be recognized as sufficient structed ly the A. T. & S. F. Railway
Supported by a Carefully Selected
MANUEL R. OTERO,
company, will open up a great pork
for a separation."
Company.
Register.
PIES IN POVERTY grounds
Pecos
of
to
the
were
the farmers
These
a few of the remarks market
Small holding claim No. 1621.
50c 75c and il.00
Prices
says
toy
valley,
Advocate
Judge
the Artesia
made
Frank B. Ogdn of
Matson's.
at
on
Seats
sale
The demand for pork is always-heavAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
In California markets, but the route BREAD and take no other.
Keno,' Nev., Dec. 13. Reared in the
to the coast has heretofore been so
lap of luxury, Owen Stanley Herna-inecircuitous that it was of no benefit to
Wooler, scion of British nobility,
the people. As a result hog raising
descendant of Edward III, one of
kings of the fourteenth
Bngland
has boea neglected in the Pecos val
ley.
century, has passed away here' in the
The Advocate hai been Informed by
Washoe county hospital, alone and
Harry W. Hamilton that several men
unattended.
Wooler'a body now rests in the Me.
have been down the valley lately look
years
A complete history of two history-makin- g
View cemetery here, awaiting its reing over the situation with a view of
family
.
by
soil
11)08.
the '
buying hogs to supply tne demand
moval to British
The entire proceed ingn of all the im1907 and
'
'by th& new market.
Mr. Ham
of the departed.
created
'
portant sessions of Congress to le held during those two
An existence of hardship and ex- llton says they declared that hog rala
lag would be extremely profitable as
Tho fight to a finish of the impending battle
yeans.
soon ts the road opens. Hogs do well
In this country, are free from disease
against the gigantic trusts and monopolies. Every deand have always been raised at
tail of the next national campaign, including all the
profit even under present conditions
The farmers stiould now get ready to
party conventions and the final result of the Presidential
take advaatage of the new market.
election of November, 1908.
In short, ALL THE
They could lose nothing by investing
in. a rew pigs.
NEWS OF ALL THE EAItTII.
Oaklasd. California, after he had
heard the evidence adduced In the
suit of Dr. S. C. Hornef against his GAMBLING
aHAS BEEN
wife for divorce.
Hornef Is a practicing dentist.
'
The green-eyemonster so possess
SWEPT OUT OF TUCSON
ed Mrs. Hornef that she objected
strenuously to her hubby treating female patients.
A dispatch from Tucson, dated Dec.
Had the "doc lived up to the de
mands of his soouse the family lard 11, says: Charles E. Slack, a former
er would have been empty the better El Pasoan. has i!etn elected mayor of
be-Demo- cr
portion of the time.
Tucson. He was elected by a maAs Mrs. Hornef kept up the "iheavy jority of 258. and his council is hear- work," the "man behind the forceps" lly republican, tor two years the redecided to carry the case to court for publicans will control the city and the
Two big papers every week. Eight or more pages each
faithful are so jubilant over the vicrelief.
tory that they are out with brooms
He didn't get it.
posure killed this youth, whose reTuesday and Friday. The BKST NEWSPAPER in
nted aeinMbilitles could not stand tne And all because Judge Ogdea thinks sweeping the streets, starting the
the United States. IVeKinincnt as a journal for THE
wear and tear of the life of the rough jealousy is the foundamental princi campaign to "clean vn Tucson." No
more gambling, cleaner streets and
ple of a woman s love.
west.
HOME. Unrivalled as an exponent of the principles
Now when a dissatisfied swain seeks better government la the slogan of
He applied for and secured work
..f the KEPUWJCAX party. Always bright, always
in the rough railroad camp of the relief according to law in Oakland, the republicans. Mr. Slack, the newly
Western Pacific at Chilooot, Nev he implores his attorneys to have his elected mayor, was at one time in
Write for
clean, always newsy, always RELIABLE.
where the railway is tunneling case assigned to some section of the the grocery business iu El Paso under
through the Sierra Nevada moun superior court of Alutmda county oth t.lu name of C. P. Slack & company.
for
nd
DOLLAR
ONE
FREE SAMPLE copy or
tain).
er than that presided over by Judge The concern sold out to and w as sucsuU-ription- .
BETTER STILL, reONE 'YEAR'S
Unsuited to his work, Wooler' Frank B. Ogdeu.
ceeded by the Pioneer Grocery
plugged on and on until he was overmit $1.25 TODAY to the 0 LORE PRINTING CO.,
come by a raging fever.
In Praise of Chamberlain's
Cough
It was not until after his death
GOING TO PARIS FOR
Kemeay.
ST. LOUIS, MO., and seeuro thi GREAT SEMI-WEEKLthat it was found out who he was.
TlKire is no other medicine manuTHROAT TREATMENT
A copy of his family tree, vouched factured that has received so much
PAPER TWO YEARS, under special
Father Quetu left Prescott for
for since by cable dispatches from praise and so many expressions of Paris, Prsnce, where he goes to un
"limg-time- ''
campaign offer, which must 1k accepted
Kngland, show an illustrious lineage. gratitude
as Chamberlain's Cough dergo treatment for a throat affec
1 Hikes,
nobleknights,
bishop,
earls,
Remedy.
within ;0 days from date of this paper.
It Is effective, and prompt tion, from which he has suffered tor
men of state and church, commenc- relief follows its uae. Grateful par- some years, and which may necessi
hisfamily
ing with royalty. Is the
ents everywhere do not hesitate to tate a surgical operatiou, says tne
tory.
testify to its merits for the benefit Courier. In anticipation of his deEngland,
and
king
III,
"Kdward
cf
of others. It U a ceflalo cure for parture he was called on at his resiPhlllippa of Hainault, A. D. 1327," is croup and will prevent the attack If dence last Sunday by about thirty
show
on
line
that
scroll
the first
the
given at the first appearance of the members of his cougrtgatlon and oththe young man's noble breeding.
disease. It Is especially adapted to er friends, who as a slight token of
children us it is peasant to take esd their appreciation of his worth and
contains nothing injurious. Mr E. A. work
this section, presented him
Humphreys, a well known resident with a purse of $225, which had been
among his
and clerk In the store of Mr. E. Lock raise.! bv Kiili.seriotlon
of Alice, Cape Colony, South Africa, friends and adniirtrs. The Knights
FOR CVCRYTMINa KUrCTRICAL
'Jlecember 14 King of Tramps.
says: "I 'have nsed Chamberlain's of Columbus were leaders in the afMy Wife's Family.
31
Cough Remedy to ward off croup and fair. The presentation was made hy
in Table Lamps. Chandeliers, Shades and
Latest
Designs
Docember 18 The Royal Slave
colds in Jiiy family. I found It to be Hon. It. K. Morrison, who made quite
s.
Have your House Wired.
Electric
December 25 AElta, The Singing vtry satisfactory usd It gives me an
appropriate talk, "which was feelGirt. Matinee and nltflit.
It."
pleasure
sale
GUARANTIED
WORK
Kather
For
recommend
to
AH.
by
ingly
responded
Rev.
to
January 1 The Marriage of Kitty, by all druggists.
Appropriate remarks were
SOt w. Railroad Avnum
Quetu.
Both JAm
Matinee and night.
made by others, and all in all tho oc- January 21 The Two Johns.
o.
OnO.
u ....
uuIi.h
NURSERY PRODUCTS
January 28 Paul GUmore, la Yale,
Pat her Ouetu will nrobablv be absent
the
February 1 King Richard,
six or eight mouths.
Third, by John Grfilth.
AND
FRUIT
8HADE TREES,
Mar.hinft
o AlhiinpprniiR Fnnndrv
Works
and
February 4 lloyt's Comedy Com SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
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Circus

la stoek to outfit
kptnottfrytblna
fastidious bar oomploto

T6e Ample .Life

The Sho w
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Comedy

cross-examin- e

Treasurer.

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwett for Jos. 8.
Schlltz, Wm, Lemp and St, Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, loula Hunter, T.J. Mon.
aroh, and at her standard brand of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by us from the best Tlnsrles,
Distilleries and Breweries In toe United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Ust,
issued to dealers only.

King of Tramps"

F

O. BachechI,

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

"The

nus-ban-

Chas. Mellnl Ranrafan

IT

I

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK OKALKR0 IN

Friday, Dec. 14th

PIGSlNliSE

President

NIGHT

Consolidated Liquor Company

Elk's Theatre

Funnier

OPEN EVERY

Bakln, President

G. Gtoml. Tie
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GAS

$1 .25

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
COR NEK 4th A MO OOLO
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Conceded today to be the best in the world

Week issue

Chickering & Sons Pianos

The

ST. LOUIS

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

XltJiSIO
WHITBON
(Established
1882.)

at

colilps

1

FOR

'

J?

$1.25

NashEiectricalSuppty Co.

Doo-Tube- r

Houss-Eurnishing-

.

.
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February 5 Sis Hopkins.
Fodruary C Messenger Boy.
February 9 Cretttou Clarke.
by
February 11 Julius
Caesar
ClutrU-Hanford.
March 14 The County Chairman.
This is the imuaer performance of

the

BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER

STREET.
Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheum
sets you crazy. Can't bear the touch
of your clothing.
lKan's Ointment
cures the most ol.alluato cases. Why
suffer? All drugKlsts sell It.
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HALL, Proprietor
f. Ore.
Coal and Lmmber
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Cars; taaftlaj.
Kullejo. Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Colamnt aid Iroa freata
Bulldlnxt,
Ropahro om Mining and t Maoainary a mpoolmlty
AJVsaaereee. U. O.
foundry east side et railroad trees.
Iron and Brass
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Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
116 South Second street.

Y

TWO YEARS

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

GENTLEMEN: YOU WILL RENDER A VERDICT THAT WE ARE
GUILTY
OF DOING THE BEST
PLUMBING
WORK IN TOWN.
IF
YOU DON'T THINK SO JUST ASK
OTHERS WHO HAVE EMPLOYED
US. YOU WILL THEN BE CONVINCED OF THE FACT THAT WE
ARE LEADING PLUMBER8.
GET
OUR
ESTIMATES UPON
ANY
WORK YOU WISH DONE, WHETHER LARGE OR SMALL.

J.

L. DELL & CO.,
122

West Silver Avenue.

F.
PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phones.
If you liave tried other tailors anil
are not satisfied why not try us.
We know we can please you, once
you git a suit or us you are sure to
come again, us our work Is all strictly
first class.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing
neatly done on short notice.
If you w3iit something r'.glit give us
a trial.

F. TOM El

& BRO.

119 Railroad Avenue

grdo merchaate
and other citizens
have generously agreed to donate the
tree and presents with which It will
be adorned. A suitable program Is
being prepared, for the occasion comprising several choruses to be rendered by the class in music and some
piano solos tad duets of simple first
grade music. On Thanksgiving day
the children were treated to a fine
turkey dinner and they greatly enjoyed the feast.
"The people are becommlng more
and more Interested in us." declared
Superlatendent Gill. "My friends tell
me that the term 'asylum' Is a thing
of the past In speaking of this school,
which Is gratifying as It seems so
senselcea to apply tihlg term to en educational Institution of any charac

Hot -Times
n

i"

Are Coming
If you buy your heater
of us. We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and rang-eBRIDGE-BEAC-

'

H

s.

Prices and terms
to suit all.

O. EMMONS

jsuperiorM

4f

AIRTIGHT.

THE FURNITURE MAN
Career CmI

mi

....

Second

10TB PBONES

the yard, though there are four miles
rails In
of the ponderous
New Mexico. There are 1,658 miles
laid with the standard rail and 1,462
miles of seven
rails

WOATPICS

d

McCANN'S

The railroad commission with the
beginning of the new year promises to
commence a. thorough review of existing tariff erheilulets.
" "
r
There I eaid to be n epidemic
of boa car burglaries at Fort Worth,
aud tie officials have so far leen unable to locate the guilty parties.

INVENTION WILL
MAKE HIM RICH.

The other morning when a number
of huge automatic scrapers and loaders went through, bound for the construction work, on the Helen cut-ofnot many people knew that the Inventor of the wonderful machines
stood among them, says a dispatch
from Arkansas City, Kan. The machines are called the "McCann
scraper," and the Inventor is Ed
foreman of the bridge and
building department of the Santa Fe
on the Panhandle division.
In hU leisure moments Mr. McCann
worked out the plans for the scraper.
He finally got what he thought was a
good working model and exhibited his
They
plans to a firm in Chicago.
saw what It was worth, and gladly
agreed to manufacture it, paying Mr.
McCann a large royalty.
Fifteen of the Bcrapers have been
bought by the United States government, for t.be on the Panama canal,
and ten more have been ordered hy
the canal commission.

The Mexican Central Is said to be
having great trouble at present supply-lag
the lower divisions with fuel,
and eoal Is being rushed south to
met the emergency.
Mm
A number of the roads through the
soutk are adopting the ipollcy of cutting down trees for the purpose of
preserving
jxles
their telegraph
along their respective lines.
a
The Southern Pacific has arranged
to seen re an Immense quantity of tks
from 'Mexico, its supply from other
sources being, it la stated, practically
exhausted.

Mc-Can-

Several conductors and engineers
from the Rio Grande division came
up from San Mlarcial this morning to
take Instructions on the air brake instruction, car, which arrived from the
east laet night.

Territorial
Topics

The Southern Pacific Is again arranging to send severs! engineers to
investigate the present condition of
the Saltern. sea, and ascertain the ROBERTS CLERK OF FIFTH
most feasible plan to adopt under exJUDICIAL DISTRICT
isting emergency.
Samuel I. Roberts has been ap-It Is rumored in railroad circles Pointed clerk of the Fifth judicial
the conductors of f e Santa Fe tri court y Judge William H. Pope,
coast lines are preparing to ask the vice can m. Bird, deceased.
company for a rise of wages.
The
new ncale is now in course of con- SPORTSMEN ORGANIZE
IN MEADOW CITY
struction.
m
m
m
Ias Vegas sportsmen have organThe derailment of a couple of ized a hunting and fishing club. They
freight cars near Bernalillo early this propose to build a club house at
morning delayed passenger' trains Kroenig lakes, fourteen miles northNos. It and 2 several hours.
Both east of Laa Vegas. A subscriptioa
trains arrived here on time, but it paper is being circulated to raise
get
was not "convenient" to
them out funds with which to erect the lodge.
on time.
Kroelg lakes are well stocked with
game,
and during the fall and
Reports from Dawson are to the ef- winter fishfect' that - an unknown : native was ducks. season abound . with .... wild
found la the yards there recently, his
head cut off, evidently by a switch LAS VEGAS RED
eagtae. It is presumed he was lntox- MEN ELECT OFFICERS.
icated and was run down by a locoThe Red Men of Las Vegas held an
motive or a car which was making a important business meeting and noml.
"flying switch."
nted the followlag officers: T. E.
Blauvelt,
J a meg Cook, senior
Claim Agent Zimmerman, who re- sagamore; sachem;
Walte Davis, Junior sagacently left New 'Mexico divisions for more; Thomaa
Upsett, prophet; Chas.
shaking O'Malley.
was
Colorado divisions,
of records; Will Doll,
hands with old comrades at the local keeper of chief
wampum; Fred Freese, colMr. Zimmer- lector
offices this morning.
W. O. Wood, trusman says that although his new ter- tee; F.ofC.wampum;
Barnes, trustee. A plan
ritory Is a more Important one than wag
outlined for initiation of a
the kl, he has a longing tn his heart large also
class soon.
for the old environments.
F. C. Fox, who is now general su- CANCELLED WARRANTS
BURNED AT CAPITOL.
perintendent of the eastern grand diA costly conflagration occurred yesvision of the Santa Fe. began his railmorning at the capltol buildroad career as a relief telegraph op- terday
So ing, at Santa Fe. Over six hundred
erator on a line In New Mexico.
proficient was he in his work that he thousand dollars worth of caacelled
has been readily promoted uutil he warrants went up In smoke. They
Is now general superintendent of nix were valueless when destroyed, however, as they had all been paid.
of the Santa Fe's divisions.
m
The warrants were burned In the
Several days ago The Evening Citi- furnace in the presence of Acting
zen correspondent at Bstancla stated Governor J. W. Raynolds, Territorial
that Frank Zik had resigned as su- Treasurer J. H. Vaughn and Terriperintendent of the motive power and torial Auditor W. G. Sargent. They
rolling stock of the Santa Fe Cntral. represented expenditures for the fiscal
S. B. Grirashaw, general manager of year from December 1, 1905, to Nothe company, now Beads out official vember 30, 1906, and the aggregate
notices announcing the resignation, amount was $628,165.81.
but no successor has yet been apCHRISTMAS TREE FOR
pointed.
BLIND CHILDREN.
"Jerry" Black, the general passenSuperlatendent S. H. Gill, of the
ger traffic manager of the Santa Fe, New Mexico Institute for the Blind,
has issued a statement that after which is located at AJamogordo, Is arJanuary. 1, no more passes win be ranging a Christmas entertainment for
issued for newspaper advertising. his sightless charge. A Christmas
The eompany will pay the aewspapers tree will be the feature of the event
and the editors will pay fare. This and tb pupjls are looking forward
to be perfectly fair, and to to It with eager anticipation. Alatno- even possess advantage over the old
Plan. And yet no one can deay that
under the new deal life will never
again fce quite the same in New Mexico. The risisg generation may be
abl to adapt itself to the change, but
even potsesri advantages over the oiu
j
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Vehicles

WHACKED THE BEEF TRUST

.AND,
TYPES OF WOMEN STRIKERS WHO DEFEATED THE MEAT TRU8T.

arness
at Reduced
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT 6PRINQ IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

ter."

8CARLET FEVER EPIDEMIC
CLOSED BISBEE SCHOOLS
Although the Bcarlet fever epidemic
has been controlled, and there Is
scarcely any liability of another outbreak. It was decided last evening at
a meeting of the physicians of the
city with the school trustees, not to
open the Central, Unco a or Lowell
schools for another week, says the
Bisbee Review, The measure, It was
stated last evening by one of the
physicians, Is entirely precautionary
In nature, aad Is to allow the medical
professor ample, time to discover any
cases of the disease which might
break out, without Jeopardizing the
health of any of the school children.
When seen nnd asked concerning
the scarlet fever situation. City Phy
sician Broderick said:
"I think that it Is safe to say that
the scarlet fever situation Is wall in
hand, and that there Is very little If
any cause for appreheasion of another
Today la the thirteenth
outbreak.
since, the last case of the fever was
reported, and at the present time
there are only three cages of the dis
ease in the city, and they are in strict
quarantine. All of these cases which
now exist are slight, and the patieats
are on their way to recovery.
ROY'S COMMERCIAL

CLUB
HELD IMPORTANT MEETING
The Roy Commercial club held a

very Interesting
meeting Tuesday
evening at which' some Importat matters were discussed, says the Spanish
Amerlr-aa-.
In the absence of Secretary Max Karlsruher, Al. S. Hanson
wag appointed secretary
pro tern.
President Evans appointed Mr. Hanson as assistant secretary until the
election of officers in Jaauary. The
president appointed W. H. Willcox, F.
A. Roy and H. Goodman as trustees
of the club. On motion the chair also
appointed a. committee of three, composed of A. S. Uushkevitz, H. Goodman and Eugene Doaohue to work on
the proposition of securing a water
supply for the city. Geo. H. Morris
of Solano was admitted to membership In the club. The matter of advertising was also thoroughly discussed and 10,000 circulars will be distributed in the east as soon as they
Meetings will be
can be printed.
held every Tuesday hereafter while
matters of urgent importance are in
progress.

v
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INFANT DAUGHTER

OF MR.
AND MRS. SCORSE DEAD.
Margarette, the infant daughter of
Mr. aad Mrs. William Scorse passed
quietly into the great beyond Thursday. Dec. 6, at 12:30 p. m., at the
age of three mouths, and four days,

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr Flrtt Strut and TIJtra Avttmm
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices
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VISIT OUR NEW
21
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WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

LATEST

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts,' Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

S
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Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

l
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KORBER

CO.,

&

THE

JEWISH WOMEN
STRUCK butcher shop and notifying the dealer
AGAINST RAISE OF TWO CENTS that unless the price of meat wag reA POUND FOR MEAT AND SUC duced they would eat fish or go without meat for six months.
CESSFULLY BOYCOTTED BUTCH.
... .i
Plclfats u'ftra oitrt nil ir" ' n
ER SHOPS
FOR
TWO
MILES
.AX" ,
ill mivrrg 'vi,illla till Aim I'l
AROUND.
over two miles. Mrs. Delliofsky made
a apeech In the street to a larg num
-

j

m.

J'

ber of women, la which she said:
I tell you women not to buy meat
at the present prices. You had betttr buy fish, or we can go without
meat entirely until the butchers give
lis reasonable .prices.
Jt i8 every
women's duty to herself, her husband
and her family to protest agalast this
oppression. They do not raise our
hiislanl8' iwages, .but they advance
the prices of things we have to eat."
Some of the butchers, seeing ruin
ahead, attacked the leaders of the
strike, several of whom were knocked down and bfatea. The police
made a number of arrests:
Within 12 hours after the strike had
begun nlnetenths of the butchers In
the district had reduced their prices
and the strikers declared the boy-

Special Correspondence.

New
Wk, Dec. 13. When the
butchers of the East side advanced
the price of meat two cents a pound,
to meet the demand of the beef trust
which had Jumped the wholesale price,
2,000 housewives of the poorer section of New York made a patriotic
demonstration, unique in the battle of
the common people, against trust op
pression.
Two cents counts for two cents on
the East side of New York, and the
women went oa strike, declaring that
the advanced price of meats was outrageous. Two of bhem, Mrs. Esther
Debbofsky, of 402 Eaat Fourth street,
and Mrs. Rebecca Resnlck, of the
same address, organized all the house
wives for blocks around. These wo- cott off.
men formed In line
marched
Most of the strikers were Jewish
through the streets, stopping at every women.
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The Citizen Print Shop
where you can get th most for
your money. Wo print every,
thing but greenback and poet- age stamps. .Either phone.

f

THIRD STREET

KILLthe COUGH
AND

Moat Market

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr. King's

All Klnda of Fresh

and Salt Meat
Steam Sauaaga Factory,
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonla Building. North Third StrMl

Nov Discovery
0NSUMPTI0N

W. E. MAUGEMf

Prlea

60o$1.00

OUGHSand

FrM Trial.

OLDS

m ie

SDr.

un-deviat-

William' Indian Pit

cure Blind,
and Itching

Piled, llalmnrbs the tumors.
illaya the lloblngatoiice, acta
a pout tire, b vr inntant ra.
llcf. Dr. Wllliiims'lnrilan Pile Ointment in nmnarml for Pllraandlu-h- .
Ins; of thn prlvata part. Every box Is
wurranlf (I. Bv dnu'slxt. bv mull on ra
Cflpt of nrir--o IM) cent and I.(M.

O.. Prop.. Cleveland. (Suio!
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & 80N.

M.NUFACTURINQ

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

RRAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room I, Cromwell Block, Alauquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

MILWAUKEE:

the best flour for 125 pounds of wheat,
FOR
F. O. B., Albuquerque.

SALE

by Stern, Schloi

,

& C

f

Oppotlf

thm

I, 1906

Santa rm Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprleto
BKLKN, M. M.

BAMBROOK

.

s

.

,

ompany, Albuquerque,

New

Mexico.

BHOB..

BOARDING

lropa.

A. E. WALKER,
riRR

INSURANCE.
Seoretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 117 Wet
arenue.

COMING IN OUT

.

AND

8TABL1
8ADDLE HORSES 8PECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mounUla pertle and
at special ratea on week day.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St

lilllli

BEER

.

New Management, Knemfier

LIVERY

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
A

HOTEL

BECKER

RANKIN & CO.

in

The most critical exactness is
exercised in every process.
That's why Blatz Beers are
always the same.

MILLS are paying $1.40
per 100 potiads for good clean wheat,
and give in exchange 85 pounds of

TOTI A GRAB!
Dealera in Groceries, Provision, Ha
Grain and PneL
Fine Line of Imported Wine, Llqart
no mgara. nace your order, ha
thla Una with na.
NORTH THIRD STRUT

THE HIGHLAND LIVER

WIEHE

MS.

MAUSARD

with RaaDt A Manjrer.
Offlce, 115 North Flrat St
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B STATU
LOANS.
I
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldla

uniform quality of
Blatz Wiener means that
principles are practiced at the brewery

illQ)R
LJlJa
m

WOOL

Buxeat nnd Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

UNIFORMITY

FKANK J. CHENKT.
Cure.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th elay of December,
A. D. JH86.
A. W. OLEASON.
Notary Public.
(Seal.)
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
and acta directly on the blood and mucous surface of the system. Send for
testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props..
Toted. Ohio.
Take Hall' Family rill for constipation.

THE

VutrTSSi

sayg the Holbrook Argus. Death was
caused by pneumonia. The little child
became very ill Tuesday night and a
physician was called. He relieved the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
pain and the baby began improvlag Take LAXATIVE BHOMO Quinine
and continued to until Wednesday Tablets. Druggists refund money If
night when it relapsed and grew stead U fail to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
Hy worse until death
relieved its signature is on each box, 25c.
paia.
Funeral services were Jield at the
Try a Citizen want uavertlsement.
Scorse home Friday at 2 p. m. by Rev.
J. A. Benton, after which a large concourse of friends followed the remains
to the cemetery where Rev. Benton
made a few very appropriate remarks
and the remains were laid to rest.
Every heart in Holbrook goes out la
sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. Scorse in
The ever
their sorrow.
State of Ohio, City or Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Chenney makes oath thnt be
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing buBlnes in the
City of Toledo. County and Btate aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
of ONK HUNUKKU 1L,I,AH8 for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the uxe of Hall's Catarrh

STORE

NORTH SECOND STREET

taal

RaOraal
OF THE COLD
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
houae, but It is uot every house that
la properly warmed. If yours U lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing In any way, or If you are undecided what lg the beat gystem to in- LIVERY, BALK, FEED AND TRANS-PEstall In a new houae and need inforSTABLES.
mation that lg trustworthy and Tala-abllet ua .know of your trouble. Horeea and Mules Bought and
Wo are apeclallsta for hot water, hot
changed.
air and ateam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CttTl
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
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DR. D. J. NAIR DIES
AT LOS ANGELES.
Dr. li. J. Nair died at his home, 11 55

East Twenty-eightstreet, aged
years. ays the I Am Angeles Examiner. Pr. Nair was a native of Virginia, and during the civil war served
on ae confederate side.
For many
years he wag immigration agent of
the Santa Fe Railroad company until
falling health compelled his retirement. For the last three years he
ha been under the care of a physician. He leaves a wife and six children three sons and three daugh
lers all of whom live at the family
h

home.

TRACK LAID ON

THE BARE EARTH.
On I be Santa Fe system In Texas,
Aiiaoga and California, 1,320 miles of
track are laid on the bare earth,
ditched on either side and sprinkled
with crude petroleum, which packs
the sand or clay and effectually
dust. There is a quality of
about this sort of road bed
that reminds one of automobile touring. It makes the finest rofttl bed in
the world. There are 1,524 miles of
road and 1,254 miles
of rock ballast.
Engine cinders are
lUllUed to ballast 3S5 miles of track,
nnd volcanic dialers from on extinct
crater In southern California, lialluat
'.'HI miles.
Slag, "gumbo" (burned
clay-- , screening, cemented gravel and
disintegrated granite ami mixed ballast are employed on 4;!ti miles, mak
ing altogether 3,K80 miles of specially
ballasted track, mainly on main li'ies.
The rails used are chiefly the standard steel bar, eighty-livpounds to
pie-ven-

gravel-ballaste-
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BELEN IS

SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M., AT TUB JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OK THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.600
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC,
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

Id

31 MILES

t C4a,CO4K4Oa)O4O0a)O
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COME

TO BELEN, M. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
i

f

Pres.

A Railway

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH,

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL ORADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO 8AND OR
GRAVEL. WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

;.

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

04Kea04K4K4K
K4K4KCC0KKOe0

WM, M. BERGER,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

MONEY CASH.

TWO-THIR-

D

ON
SECURITY FOR ONE
MAY REMAIN

NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE TUB CHOICEST LOTS,

Sec'y.
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erly a school girl of Denver and then
'Miss!
known, before her marriage,
Asna Maddisoii. sne graduated irom
the high school of that city In 1891.
That beln the ease she could not
have been tho Mrs. Anna M. Bradley,
We can save you money
"w,,h ner n"9'
who lived In this
bad, a dentist, twenty years ago.
Atinmotf vnilx Pnca filed suits In
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
the district court this morning for the In
the purchase of a Piano
Atlas Realty Development, improveNo. 1 ! p. m.
company, of Chicago,
&
ment
Title
No. 8 7: BO p. m.
against Junn .laramillo, Robinson
No. 4 On lime.
Baca, Ponclano Barcla. ldal vnaves
No. 9 1 : no
in.
and Francisco Muni, to quiet title. to
ft. m.
No.
We Carry the Largest Stock
land located in Hanchos de Atrise-oA. C. Ireland, for twenty years a of New Pianos Ever Shown
In from the
W. A. Skinner rami
druggist at Sinta Fe, passed through
raplta! Inst night.
Show your good judgment this year by buying
the city on the California limited to- in This Territory.
Fe
from
Santa
Is
P. H. Arnold
!wn
day en route to California. Mr, Ire
upon
lradi
his
calling
that boy of yours something from which he may deland baa sold his business interests in SECONDHAND Pianos
at
Miss Minnie Srhulm has gonu us a Santa, Fe and Is going to California
rive practical benefit
your
own
visit to frltil In
with tint expectation of locating per
In
among
to
Is
'has
been
Ireland
Mrs.
El
Pnso
Kit Halo of
manontlv.
SEE US betore you buy
California for the past few weeks.
day's visitors to Alliuqiu-rqu'- .
THIS STORE SUGCESTS
will soon 'ngKe in
The marriage of Clayton Blttner
Olto
the restaurant business at San Pedro, nd Miss Edna Allen took place last
Boys' Knee p,nt. Suits $3.50 to $8.00
of the
residence
K. I.urrro and Francisco HorniindPi evening at the
No. 424 East Kaliroarl
are here on business from Bernalillo, bride's parents. young
Boys' Bloomer Suits $5.00 to $750
J2.7 '!
folks are both
avenue. Tlie
&
Assistant United Stales Attorney E, well known here, the groom being a
Boys'
$3.50
$10.00
to
Overcoats
I,. Modler returned yesterday from
son of Mr. a id Mrs. D. A. Blttner snd Established 1900
206 W. Gold Aveaac
attending court at Socorro.
Boys' Fancy Hats $1.00 to $2.00
the bride the daughter of Mr. and
W. C. Lnnghurst of Gallup arrived Mrs. E. C. Allen. The wedding was
Boys' Caps 35c to $1.00
hero last night for a brief business
ttended only by the intimate friends
Boys 'Douglas Shoes $2.50
visit.
of the contracting parties.
per
ton
Block
$8.50
An excellent picture of Governor
Genuine
American
some
morning
Boys' Sweaters 75o te $3.00
At 4 o'clock this
8.50
Hh nertnan Is being dlsi laved at the person, bent on mirgiary, aiiompiea Cerrlllos Lump
Anthracite
Nut
8.50
Millett studio.
W.
W.
Me
to enter the residence of
9.00
ML H. Andrus, the Jeweler, formerly
Clellan on north Fourth street. When Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, stova and furnace
morning
with Hickox & Maynard, Is now with Mr. McClcllan got up this
9.50
sizes
Rosesfleld, the pawn broker,
he found several panes of glnss In
6.00
at one Clean Gas Coke
B. G. Wilson, local manager for the rear windows broken snd
WOOD
winnow
aperture
blood
saturated
ine
a
company,
north
was
Oil
Continental
$2.25
sill, show ne that the intruder naa Green Mill wood, per load
bou:id passenger this morning.
Dry Mill wood, per load
In draw
2.75
probably
hand,
his
ladlv
cut
Lamy
Mrs. Fred Marshall went to
3.00
tiirough
break In the Factory wood, per load
lng it
this morning to join Mr. Marshall glass back the handthehed failed to
alter
who Is agent for the Santa re at
&
W.
turn a lock, or pronauiy in nis naste
... .
I amy.
to iret awav on hearing some one
Both Phones.
"left
this move inside.
Miss Jet lie Rosenwald
will
morning for Denver, where she
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
THE CASA DE ORO.
A. J. Crawford, Justice of the penCe"
be the guest of Mrs. H. Fleshtr for
BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
13 and also the
police
precinct
of
a few weeks.
PRICES, BEST CROWD,
magistrate, will have- opposition when
Mr. and Mrs. I). S. Rosenwald. who the election comes up on January 14.
813 WEST GOLD AVE.
visited relatives and friends at Sllvtr 1907. It was learned this morning
City and BI Paso, returned to the city that W. W. McClellan will soon an
this morning.
nounce himself as a candidate for the
the office. He will mke a strong race
J. W. Shelor, representing
Oliver Typewriter company, whose and may capture, the plum this. time.
headauartera are In El Paso, Is In In precinct 2 no one has yet come
town, on business as usual.
out against the present incumbent,
Building & Loan Georg9 Craig, and if he be tho only
The
association office is being moved to candidate In that precinct ne will
113-11- 7
day from the Grant building to room havo easy sailing, la w'nich there will
be very little expense. Primaries to
9 in the N. T. Armljo building.
Between Railroad and Crpptr Ave.
Judge C. M. Bayne of Raton went chose candidates will no doubt be
held the first week In January, 1907.
to Algodones this nioralng after
short visit In the city. Judge Bayne and the election will take place on
accompanied A. J. Frank to the Cot Monday, January 14.
ton Town."
Make your friends' and relatives
Deputy Sheriff Hernandez, of San
pre
UP-TO-DA- TE
M comfortable for a whole year by
doval county, together with E.
a
senting
wltn
at
them
ChriRtnins
Spader
Bernalillo
C.
Ijicero and
of
F.
knit
came in "on No. 7 last night and will pair of our dainty,
slippers. They come in black or red
spend the day 'htre.
In women s sizes only $1.00
:
Judge Daniel H. McMillan, formerly and cost
C. May's
In men's sizes $1.50.
71
of Socorro but now of Denver, Is In and
Shoe Store, S14 Went Railroad ave
the city to remain a. couple of days, nue.
Judge McMillan is on his way bomtl
from a business trip to Kansas City
NOTICE
Regular convocation of Rio Grande
Chapter No. 4 R. A. M. this evening
at 8 o'clock. Election of officers und
Having recently sold out my busiannual business. A full attendance, is
desired. By order of the high priest. ness, I am anxious to have all ac
counts settled at the very earliest
J. C. Ferger, secretary.
date. Therefore, all those knowing
even
meets
this
club
Gerouirao
The
themselves indebted to me, can avoid
ing at "Tammany hall." to transact any
tmportar.t matters relating to the ing future trouble by callingareand pay
at the
accounts. Books
"moonlight" dance on the evening of storutheirriiy
successor, C N. BrlRham
of
December 21. which the club proposes
F. F. TROTTER
to give at Colombo hall. A full at
u- -.
i.
n i.
T'
13
desired.
tendance
The public Is Invited to a
The funeral of Paul Mesetti, whose tea given by the LadieB Aid of tbo
death occurred yesterday morning, M. B. church, from 2 to 5:30 p. m.,
was held this afternoon
from the on Saturday, Dec. 15th, at the home
chapel of O. W. Strong's Sons.
of Mrs. Ives, 829 South Fourth.
large number of sorrowing friends
followed the remains to the burial .. CHRISTMAS TREES FOR SALE
grounds. The C. Colombo society,
AT THE UNION STORE. NO. 320
which, the deceased wag a niemlxtr, NORTH FIRST STREET.
attended the ftineia; .n a body
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Deputy United States Marshall Har
ry Cooper returned homo this morn BREAD and take no other.
Ing- from Ias Cruces, where he wit
CHAS. CONROY
nesaed the deportation of twenty-eigh- t
Chinamen, whit were captured near
Has opened the Highland meat mar
Cruets on Fridsy night of laBt
week biding in a box car. The car ket and is ready to serve all comers
was billed as 'household goods, with with all kinds of fresh and salt meats,
flsh, oysters,
poultry, etc.
Both
a destination In .California.
phones.
Quick aelivery and first-clasVictor Stewart, who presides over
g(xds.
the 4oot fbinisg department of the
Oak lrber shop on Railroad evenue.
THE MAZE.
and Miss Lulu, daughter of Mrs. O.
W. Brown, will be united In marWill show one of the best assorted
riage on Wednesday, Dec. 26, at 8:30 stocks of holiday goods to be found
p. m. The ceremony to be performed
In town.
at the Methodist Episcopal church on Tiny dressed dolls, for
01c
Coal avenue. The couple will reside Dressed doll,
body, bisque
turaiag head, glass eyes exat No. 424 West Lead venue.
posed teeth, long waving hair.
Dr. J. L. Wylder of Jacksonville,
Jointed elbows end hips, . .only 25c
111., who Is here on a visit to his son,
Dr. M. K. Wylder, says that this is Dressed doll, 23 Inches, stuffed
body, natural eyes, cheese cloth
the finest country in the world for
dress in combination colors
pulmonary
people suffering
from
mtroot
eouth
with lace-- , large poke bonnet, a
New
trouMes. Dr. Wylder, Sr., Is field
4oi, 403, North
rirmt mtroot
largo showy doll, only
75c
of the Illinois college, the
oldest literary iUKtltution of the kind Don't delay buying your tree ornaments, get the first pick
In the middle west. It was founded
v
each 1 to
06c
in the year 1829.
We want more sales ladles.
reA. A. Robinson, who recently
signed as president and general man-agt- r
THE MAZE.
of the Mexican Central railway,
Wm. KIEKE, Proprietor.
'passed through the city last night en
route south from a trip to Chicago. It
Extra tine line of flsh. snell fish
is understood that Mr. Robinson's and meats at the Highland
Meat
resignation was 'prompted, by the Market.
fussing or the Mexican Central Into
INVEST
ONE
DOLLAR
the hunds of the- - Mexican governAND
SAVE 25 CENTS; THAT'S GOOD
ment.
Mrs. Anna M. Bradley, who shot BUSINESS
HERE IS THE WAY:
Arthur Brown of Utah In
TILL SATURDAY
NIGHT,
THE
Washington the other day, was form
I
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That Please

'be EXPENSIVE SHOES.

.

Look at Our Women's Shoes
or French

dull lops, light or heavy soles, military
heels, lace of button

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00
Viol kid, light or extension soles, low.

medium or hii?h heels,

ace or button

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $5.00
Dongola made on new lasts, well fitting, solid all through

$1.75, $2.00, $2.25

When purchased at C. M. Rrigham's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure toe best manufactured,
we find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

C

M. BRIGHAMJ

Successor to
F. F. TROTTER.
Aos. 118 and 12u South Second street.

own

T. Y. MAYNARO

OEO. W. HICKOX.

The Holidays are rapldfr approaching. None realize this fact more
tkaa do we, and anticipating a repetition of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
a
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, la
to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
display In our salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially invite
year early lnsrctlon. Special attention paid to mail inquiries.
addi-dltto-

The

Hfckox-Maynar-

New! Mexico's

Co.

d

Leading

Bond If Tour Wotohoo for
THE ARCH FRONT.

---

.

.

Learnard

Hmmalrm

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenae

COAL

H. HAHN

E

FOR.
OUR LINE OF

.

FINE CHINA
CUT GLASS CHAFING DISHES
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
SILVER PLATED WARE
FOOD CHOPPERS
FINE CUTLERY

HARDWARE

CO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

EM?

THE

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Watches, Jewelry, Cut Class. Ciockc. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

rjliiEOOdt,

1

NORTH FIRST STREET

AIR BLAST AND ROUND OAK
STEEL RANGES

high-grad-

Heaters

e

OIL HEATERS

HORSE BLANKETS, HARNESS, WINONA WAGONS. TIN
SHOP IN CONNECTION. STOVES SET UP.

I

e

yhn1psap and Ketail

-

s

Diamond

-

mm

HARDWARE

0

ALBUQUERQUE

...SIMON STERN...

i

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
.;::-v-;v:;-.SE-

CO.

I

two-dlin-

.tv.

'..'.'.

Lindemann,

CARVING SETS, ENAMELED SAVORY ROASTERS, TABLE
CUTLERY, ALL CLASSES COOKING UTENSILS, CROCKERY,

Jewelers

SOUTH SECOND 8TREET.

ALBUQUERQUE

Do It Today

Boys' Waists, Gloves, Ties, Hosiery

AND CONDIMENTS,

SAUCES

"

pricesalmost

r

1

Kid.

TODAY

72

Our Women's Shoes never fail to please the
most critical eye. They have a gracefulness and
dash of style that all women like. Shoes to be
iiandsome, artistic and skillfully made need not

Patent

Good Sense in Parchasing
BoyV Wearables rorthe . .
Boys' Christmas Presents

PERSONAL

WEST RA1LR0ADAYE

Shoes

Believe Us

LOCAL AND

We lnvit

9

Mail Orders Solicited

4? its, na, tir.

CHAMBERLAIN,
DENTIST.

DR. L. H.

$5.00-DERBY-$- 5.00

The lightest, most durable hat on the market
The holiday block just out i now displayed by us.
I.. I.. Wammsukn Co.

rirt

Fresh

15TH
QUAKER
OATS,
PER
PKG
10c
SCOTCH OATS, PER
PKG 10c
VICTOR OATS. PER
PKG 7c
BANNER OATS, LARGE PKG.,
WITH CROCKERY
25c
QUAKER OATS. LARGE PKG.,
WITH CROCKERY
25c
ALBUQUERQUE
CASH
GROCERY
CO..
315 MARBLE AVE.

Stetson Special

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Stee, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith" Supplies.

ROOM 2.
CROMWELL BLOCK.

ESTABLISHED SINCE 1689.
Conip. Syrup of Eucalyptus,
for
coughs, colds, bronchitis, price 50c. At
Kuppe'g.

PEERLESS HOME-MAD.CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
8TORE.

DR. J. E. KRAFT, FORMERLY LOCATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING,
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
3. BARNETT
BUILDING
OVER
O'REILLY'S DRUG STORE.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT
COLOMBO

HALL

Admissioa

50c

I oclay

Pink and Red Salmon Striped Bass
Shad Channel Cat Fish Rock Cod, Small Halibut
Smelts Lobsters Shrimp Blue Point Oysters
Imported Mackerel
Bloateri

Orlolu

Smoked Halibut, cut as thin
as a wafer, per pound

40c

Smoked White
fancy. per lb

25c
Small

it

35c

Family size

Fish

extra

25c

ize

15c

Water

Witch Cod. fresh,

2

lbs., for

Smoked Mackerel

FEE'S

Mexico

Albuquerque,

15c

2

for

35c

Usinger Imported Sausages Fancy Frankf urters,
Thuringer Blu twurs t
Braunsch weiger Leberwurst
Knackwurst and Mettwurst Smoked Tongue

TMK
DANCING SCHOOL
Ladles Free

HE

4

